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ABSTRACT

r must be honest and admit that r was onry introduced to
the name of wore soyinka in November r.9g6, in connection with
his controversiar Nober acceptance speech at the swedish
Academy. For this reason, f have chosen to accurately
represent my developing awareness with respect to this man and
his writing, by viewing his work through the magnifying grass
of that very political ad.dress, derivered three years ago.
Since the ge::urination of this study, r have discovered that r
would not want to approach soyinka,s work from any other
perspective than one that primariry considers the plalnc.right,s
politicar analysis, his sense of social responsibirity, and his
commitment to human riberty and justice, as the foundations for
an investigation of his plays.

The titre of this thesis refers to a fictionar phirosophy
of tyranny deveroped and attacked in soyinka,s powerfur post_
Civil war p'ay, , but is relevant to the
major themes explored in nearly everyt,hing the Nigerian has
written, and is farticurarry centrar to the four prays examined
here. is considered, in this thesis,



in the second chapter, along with the rater poriticar farce,
A Pray of Giants, while the other two plays in the study, The
Strong Breed .nd , are analysed
in the first chapter, and tinked by their tragic treatments of
similar issues. rltuminated by the content of soyinka,s Nober
address which is discussed briefly in the opening chapter, this
study aims to examine these ptays which place the plalnr:right
in his appropriate context as an African writer committed to
the liberation of his peopre, his continent and the rest of
humanity.

VI



TNTRODUCTTON

standing on the stage in stockhorm, the eighth of
December, L985, fulfirling the role of the first African to
receive the Nober prize for riterature, wore soyinka
significantly waived consid.eration of his poems, novels and
plays being honoured to pessimistically focus his audience,s
attention on the deplorable human condition. Consistent with
virtually atl the vrritings he had published in the preceding
three decades, the spirit of soyinka,s rengthy Nobel recture,
"This Past Must Address its presentr', converts his apparently
prevailing literary, metaphysical and philosophical themes into
messages of an overriding political importance. Following the
speech's opening dedication to Nelson Mandela, soyinka
underrines his thirty years of continuing commitment to the
type of individual action capable of improving the nature of
human existence, and estabrishes the foundations for an
approach to his difficult works which utilises this relentless
political commitrnent as its starting point

Arthough soyinka opens the recture with an anecdote
describing a theatrical performance at London,s Royal court
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Theatre, earry in his career, the evening of ,,living theatre,,
jointly created and acted by its writers, is recalled at this
opportune moment for its poritical relevance, rather than its
literary or dramatic significance. Soyinka recalls an

"unscriptedr " "curious scene" in 1958, when the action on that
London stage vras suspended by his own stubborn refusal to
complete the presentation of the anti-colonialist, anti_
tyrannical play, "Eleven Men Dead at Hoya, " "before an audience
whom he considered collectively responsibre for that
dehumanizing rearity" (soyinka, "This past " 429-430) . The
improvisation dramatised the murder of eleven nonviorent
protestors at the hapds of some brutar British coroniarist
guards during Kenya's Mau-Mau rebelrion, and soyinka recalls
how he found himself unable to meet compracently the demands
of his calling which condoned such an inappropriate mode of
presentation: "[thrusting] the deformed arrn of a leper...at
the healthy to provoke a charitable sentirnent. ,, As the curtain
rose in 1958, Soyinka attempted to dissociate himself from the
unjust spectacle, and initiated a scuffle before the Royal
court rheatre audience as his ferlow actors strove to coerce
this "delinquent actor" into rejoining the cast. Arthough
soyinka refused to participate in that perfo::urance, the
embarrassing aflair evidently made a serious impact on his
questioning mind and he found the occasion pertinent to the
issues examined in his Nobel address.

Ttrenty-eight' years later, Soyinka recreated this incident
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for his swedish audience, to stress the precedence of poritical
issues in his personal philosophy; a preced.ence for which the
dramatist was wilring to risk the failure of such a pivotal
evening, earry in his dramatic career. rn the process of
recarling the events of that disrupted performance, soyinka
wrestles with the questions, "when is playacting rebuked by
reality? When is fictionalizing presumptuousr,, and suggests
that a writer praced in such an ideorogical quandary 'either
freezes up compretery or abandons the pen for far more direct
means of contesting unnacceptable reality,, (,,This past" 431_
432r. characteristicarly, in the years that have passed since
his dramatic disobedience in 1958, Soyinka has embraced neither
of these two extreme alternatives in his rife, but has opted
to merge his literary and dramatic aspirations with his
poriticar ambitions and concerns, transfo:ming his pen into
his most ',direct', weapon of social protest.

soyinka develops the implications of that crimactic
performance, and uses his platform to tackle racism and its
most' appalling manifestation, south Africa,s system of
apartheid. citing the recent deaths of the resolute opponents
to racist inequarity, orof parme and samora Machel, soyinka
arg"ues that the white supremacists are reluctantry redefining
the severity of.their racism, and their outdated estjmations
of the humanity and capabirity of their ,,chosen enemy,, (.This
Past' 432-433). soyinka chronicres the decreasing barbarity
of the racists' treatrnent of African resistance fighters, and
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suggests that the changing comprexion of the struggle exposes
the disintegration of entrenched notions of racial inferiority.
Recalring his recreation of the crime at Hora camp, soyinka
laments the attitude of the white supervisors who never

experience_[d] the human ,otherness, of their victims.They clearry did not experience the rearity of the victimsas human beings. An-imals perhaps, a ioxious form ofvegetable. life maybe, but certaiity not truman. (,'ThisPast" 434)

The Nobel laureate has faith that few continue to cling to such
narrow-minded and antiquated beliefs, and suggests that no

"mind that pretends to the slightest claim to rationarity,,
wourd align itself with archaic, myopic justifications for
racism, in 1986 (unfortunately, in 1ggg, phitlipe Rushton has
provided the world with convincing evidence to the cont,rary).
The plalnrright suggests that white south Africa is popurated
by an "ahistoric" breed of human beings who occupy an ,,arrest

in ti'.er " negating the fantastic progress that has been
witnessed this century, and inhabiting a ,,suicidar,
anachronistic present" that brindry adheres to those ,,unabashed

theorists of raciar superiority and denigrators of African
history and being" long since discarded as the icons of Western
civilisation: Gobineau, Heger, Locke, Hume, and vortaire (',This
Past" 437). soyinka describes the south African regime as ,,a

stubborn, serf-d.estructive', ',chiId of those centuries of lies,
distortion and opportunism, " and chastises the rest of the
world for

the stigma of being the. wirfur- parent of a monstrosity,especiarly as that monstrous cnira stilr draws material
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nourishment, 
- breath, and human recognition from thest'rengths and devises of that world, irittr an urnbilicalcord that stretches across oceans, even across the cosmosvia so-carred programs of technological 

"o-op"ration.we are saying vgry simply but urgently: sever 'tn.t cord.By any name, be it total- sanctionr-boycbtt, disinvestment,or whatever, sever this umbilical cord and reave thismonster of a birth to atrophy and die or to rebuild itselfon rong-denied humane foundations. Let it corlapse,shorn of its external sustenance; let it corlipse o{ itsown social disequilibriun, its economic ropside^dness, itswar of attrition on its most productive tiuor. Let itwither like an aborted fetus -of the human fanily if itpersists in smothering the minds and sinews thatconstitute its authentic being. (',This past" 43g)
As he hurrs this heartfert poritical chalrenge at the rest of
the globe, Soyinka removes any doubts about his chief incentive
and design, for this lecture and for arr his writing, and
inscribes the significance of his presence in stockhorm with
one undeniable import: political justice.

The Nober laureate then enrarges his gaze and expands the
defence of his race frorn discrimination, into the defence of
his continent from colonialism. soyinka mockingly voices the
aging coloniarist approach to Africa, which the regime in
Pretoria bordly maintains and his presence at the swedish
Academy actively refutes :

This is a continent that only_destroys, it procraims, acontinent peopled by a race that hai ."rr"r'""nt=inutedanything positive to the. world,-r poor of knowledge. Avacuum that wirl suck into its iniatiable maw the entirefruits of centuries of E-uropean civirization, then spewout the resulting mush with-contempt. (.This past" 439)
The persistence of coronialist priggishness is due almost
entirely to unguestioning acceptance of ',traditional attitudes
of the time" engendered in the literary foundations of western
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civilisation, particularly Soyinka,s two favourite examples in
the OId Testament and the works of Hegel. fn defending his
continent and his people, Soyinka argues that the black race

has never attempted to "subjugate or forcibry convert others

with any holier-than-thou evangelizLng zeal-,7 only in the eras

of Euro-Christian and Arab-Islamic colonisation of Africa, have

vrars been motivated by religious rather than economic or
politicar differences. The bloody histories of the crusades

and jihads are reserved for the world,s major religions, and

reject any association with African mlrths and indigenous

religions ( "This Past" 440). He attacks Europe for repeatedry

using Africa to redefine itself, especially in the visual arts,
and accuses Europeans of continuing to deny this indebtedness,

as they perpetuate the paternarism. soyinka concrudes his
denigration of racist and colonialist attitudes with testimony
to the African "largeness of spirit, " the ',black race, s

capacity to forgiver " the "consciousness of a fulty confident
people, " recovering from decades of subjugation by recentry
departed oppressors without riotously demanding vengefur

purges, but surprisingly coexisting arongside the monuments of
colonialism, and demonstrating their remarkable "accomodation"
and "spirit of human partnership. " rn his crosing sentinents,
soyinka uses this rare opportunity of globar attentiveness,
unparalleled in his career, to invite the international
community to drag apartheid South Africa into the modern world,
or else "bring it abjectry to its knees by ejecting it, in
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every aspect, from humane recognition, so that it caves in
internally, through the strategies of its embattred majority. "

These sentiments emphatically punctuate soyinka's thirty-year
pleas for "the end of racism, the eradication of human

inequality...the dismantring of arl its structures... Iand] the
consequent enthronement of its complement: universal suffrage-
and peace" ( "This Past" 446).

The overt political content of soyinka,s Nobel address

constitutes no anomaly in the career of this prolific Nigerian
poet, playwright, novelist, autobiographer and literary critic.
on the contrary, soyinka's preoccupation with political issues

in stockholm is quite t1pical. while his eclectic art
acknowledges the influences of christianity, pan-Africanism,

Marxism, traditionalism, metaphysics, and especiarly yoruba

myt,holog:y and ritual, poriticar concerns inspire his centrar
motivation, as "This Past lrlust Address its Present" confirms.
The lecture contains less than half a dozen statements that
would conventionally be viewed as providing direct, commentary

on soyinka's career as a writer, but every idea and every word

included in "This past Must Address its present" is
inextricabry bound to his riterary career. rn. the speech,

soyinka describes the diremna he faced as a young dramatist
battling with lhe poriticar imprications of his art, and

mentions the vrriter only in the capacities of ',contesting
unnacceptabre realityr " protecting ,'his humanity against such

egregious assaults" as the identification of Mandela's ,'crimes"
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Irith those of Rudolf Hess, and promoting the deveropment of
his society's culture. soyinka belongs to a tradition which

recognises the "third-world writer as a promoter of expricit
social, political, and moral values crucial to the survival of
his or her society and a champion of freedom, dignity, and

justice for the majority of his peopre, " and yet, soyinka has

reanimated this tradition by resolutely marrying his political
activism to the aspirations of his riterary craft.
Throughout the majority of African states, this generalisation
regarding "third-worrd writers" holds true, and "literature is
generally perceived as a cultural institution whose production
and reception are herd to be deeply implicated in the destiny
of the continent and its peoples" (Maduakor ix). Thus,

soyinka's Nobel lecture is not only consistent with the tone
of most of his writings, but represents the general spirit of
African literature, where poritical concerns and "issues of a

fundamentarly poriticar nature have always occupied a centrar
position" (Amuta 55). As he received the prize, soyinka was

clearly at pains to quarify his acceptance, not only as an

honourable writer, but more importantly as an African writer
and as a committed African writer.

Nearly two decades before his landmark Nobel address,
soyinka published an essay titled "The writer in a Modern

African state" which, likewise, sparked considerable
controversy through its daring poriticar commentary, and hinted
at the key employed in this thesis to the interpretation of his
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works and his theory of riterature. on the eve of his own

three-year prison sentence, soyinka opened this essay by

compraining of "the rack of vitar rerevancy between the
Iiterary concerns of writers and the pattern of rearity that
has ove:lrhelmed even the r,,r'riters themselves in the majority of
modern African states"; he concruded the essay with these
condemning and revealing words:

when the writer in his own society can no longer functionas conscience, he must recognize that his thoice liesbetween denying himself totally or withdrawing to theposition of chronicler and post-mortem surgeon....Theartist has arways functioned -in African sociLtv as therecord of the mores and experience of his sociefy and asthe voice of vision in his own time. rt is time for him
!9 r_espond to this essence of himserf . ( soyinka, Art
1s&20 )

with this statement, and so many others }ike it, soyinka
pennanentry disassociates himself from any camp that creates
art that lacks direct rerevance to contemporary social
realities.

To eraborate further on the ptalnirright, s theory regarding
the function of literature, one can turn to the "rntrod,uction,,
to the recent vorume of soyinka's critical essays. The book's
editor summarises the Nigerian,s riterary approach, which is
defined by his refusal to view the act of creative production
as divorced, in any way, from an artist,s sociar concernss

For soyinka in his creative works has been as muchconcerned witrr the themes and subject rnatter of thenegations of and resistance to tyrann|, brutarisation andarienation as with f inding the i-diomsl 
- the forms, and therhetorical- tro-pes to consumnate the quest fordisarienation, dignity and freedom. (Art xxivl-
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This statement defines soyinka,s literary motivation as being

largery political, but before dealing with the prays this
thesis must define the criteria with which it is apprying this
rather elusive and complicated term ,politcal.,

when this word is enlisted to describe the praywright,
his convictions or his works, the word is in no way referring
to any partisan allegiances, which soyinka has consistentry
shunned, nor does it refer to any explicit connection with
Nigerian policy-making. On the contrary I T am using

'poriticar' in a very broad sense to describe the motivations
of men and women struggring to arter or improve the sociar
relationships in their cultural surroundings; contesting the
entrenchment of the status quo and asserting the need for
appropriate and progressive change. Although most of
soyinka's prays are not as directry polemical as his Nober

lecture, they do contain metaphorical treatments and.

discussions of the interactions between people fighting for
radical change and those attempting to preserve the existing
systems; between a society,s general pubric and those citizens
wierding authority or power; between the sirenced and

disenfranchised majority and the manipurators who oppress these
servitors because of their class, beliefs, gender, nationality,
religionr or race. This word ,poritical, is taken to describe
the range of issues of social relevance in which soyinka is
chiefly interested, as defined by his Nober lecture and a

cursory examination of his canon, which would therefore include
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his developing interest in sexual politics. r am using
'politicaf in this broad application to create an introductory
examination of a seLection of his plays from a perspective
which acknowledges the significance of his uncompromising

commitment to redressing social injustice. unfortunatery, in
the quarter century before soyinka,s Nobel add.ress, the
critical evaluations of his work have often neglected to credit
such'political' motivations as the playw-right,s informing
principle.

The corpus of criticism on the works of soyinka has been

growing rapidly since the early nineteen-sixties, but soyinka's
leading critics can generalry be divided into two g.roupss those
whom Chinua Achebe identifies as "colonialist" critics, unable
to escape their condescending ethnocentrism when evaluating
African literature; and the new breed of younger, and decidedty
more Marxist, African critics who view soyinka as belonging to
an essentially liberar, ethnic-based tradition, too eritist for
their tastes, and preoccupied with the netaphysical and the
supernaturar. The former category unfortunately transposes
to the field of riterature, the sane superiority comprex
implied by the hierarchical labels of ',First world.,, and ,,Third

worrd, " and rerentressry persists in using the questionable
criteria of "universality,, to appraise works of African
Iiterature. As Achebe advises, "universality,, for the ,,third_
world" writer is

a distant bend in the road which you may take if youtraver out far enough in the direltion -ot Europe and
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America, if you put adequate distance between you and your
home. . . .llt i"_l a synonym for the narrow sett-seririnq
parochial-ism of Europe. (Achebe 9 )

soyinka's works have been particularly notorious in their
attraction of this label, and fine literary schorars such as

Lindfors, Moore, Gibbs and Jones, who have demonstrated great
sensitivity and perception in their anaryses of soyinka,s
works, have at times uncriticarly accepted the norms of
colonialist criticism and used the dogma of "universality', to
evaruate them. According to Achebe, such critics praise
soyinka "for not writing about an African problem but a

universar onei... [and] not writing for a rocal but a universar
audience. " Before writi-ng about a perceived dissatisfaction
in his/her society, the African writer nust verify that the
problem is likewise experienced in New york, London and paris
(Achebe 52-53). soyinka hirnself , has publicly ',regretted that
European critics interested in African works... Iare]
characterised by a certain condescension,, (Ethenne 12).

The ratter category of Marxist critics, Jeyifo, chinweLzu,
Amuta, Hunt, Osofisan, Madubuike et al, ar€fue that

the responsibility for the critical evaluation of Africanwri!'ing and the establishment of reputations for Africanauthors berongs to Africans themselies, for they are theprimary audience. (Chinweizu 4g)

unfortunately, these Marxist critics unconsciousry share with
their coloniari'st counterparts variants of the ratter, s

shortcomings. Marxism itsetf is a foreign theory imported to
the African continent and boasts of simirar pretensions to
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These critics "have persistently accused

soyinka of obscurantism and of being too much immersed in
private myth-rnaking, an arcane metaphysics, dt the expense of
communicating with a popular audience about issues which

directry concern it" (crow 51). They claim that soyinka's
pessimistic outlook fails to incite the masses to initiate a

revolution, and portray

Soyinka as a brilliant but ultimately reactionary
romantic... [whose] prays have been unfavouabry compared
with the 'committed, art of...Sembene Ousmar€r...Ngugi wa
Thiongor.. .Femi Osofisan and KoIe Ornotoso. (Crow 65)

soyinka has openry admitted that he considers socialism to be

the "most humane form of government for a society like
Nigreria, " (Katrak 9 ) but has also crearly identif ied his
position in relation to these Marxists:

since r am not a Marxist, r do not spout Marxist rhetoric.
And when r_say r am not a Marxist, r mean that r dispute
any form of_ thinking which insists on conceptuarizing theentirety of existence through a Marxist flamework.- rfind it childish. I have, however, had a long,questioning relationship with Marxism--in theory anapractice. (Art 114)

soyinka has more recentry crarified his personar ideolog-y:

But r have at the same time equally and even morefervently declared my stance as a- socialist, arlied tothe most left-reaning-political parties of my own society,as r was during the last erections, and berievepassionatery in a socialist phitosophy. r am armost
obsessively against capitalism and all its various affects
and controls of human labor. A society rike Americafrankly appals me...r have nothing but Ldmiration forgenerally sociarist societies, and this is a goal forwhich r have worked in my own way and with gioups ofpeople at different times in my ohrn country. leorrecL 3s1
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what these younger Marxist critics chiefry object to is
soyinka's ambival-ence, a characteristic of his outlook which
infects many of his theories; soyinka, in turn, objects to
their stern, unquestioning arignment with a Eurocentric and

"universar" poritical phitosophy. r hope it wilr be possible
to steer a middre path in this thesis, and examine soyinka,s
plays without the encumbrances of either group,s prejudices,
although r will be unable to fully shed the prejudices of my

heritage or my outrook, much rike many of the critics r have
just mentioned. However, remaining constantly aware of the
possibre flaws of my approach, r hope to produce a crear and

honest evaluation of this plalnrright,s exploratory writing
which invites the laber of ,obscure, mainry from its attempt
to penetrate the unknown. of course some of soyinka,s critics
have produced estimable evaluations, and r shourd gtadly
acknowledge my appreciation of the fine scholarship of Ketu
Katrak, wore ogundere, chris Johnson, K.R.srinivasa ryengar,
and D.A. rsevbaye. These critics deserve to be associated
with neither of the categories mentioned above, and provide the
models for my own work.

There have been several book-length studies of soyinka,s
writing, but these have too often attempted to evaruate the
entire soyinkan.canon, and have lapsed into paraphrase. A
recent book by Ketu Katrak has been more successful by using
soyinka's early essay, "The Fourth stager', on yoruba tragedy,
as its starting point for examining a selection of prays. rn
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the process of examining her specific focus, Katrak questions
her emphasis on Soyinka, s yoruba mytholog-y over the
plalnrright,s political concerns and admits that

one discovers an essential continuity in soyinka,s deepestconcerns over the last twenty-six years since 1g5g__apreoccupation with soc-ial justice, a 5e1ief in the abilityof the individual to direct the community,s future. Thecentral purpose of tragic drama--communar benefj-t--has
been missed-by critics who fail to look beyond the animistthemes to the social concerns. (Katra* fdfZl

using the lecture soyinka presented on stockhorm,s globar
pratform as an indication of his most deepty herd convictions,
his opposition to tyrannical political power and dedication to
revolutionary humanist socialism, this thesis proposes to rook
back over soyinka's dramatic career and examine two pairs of
prays--The strong Breed (19G4) and Death and the King,s
Horseman (1975), and Madmen and speciarists (1970) and A pray
of Giants (1984)--so as to trace soyinka,s politicar commitment

as it developed up to the Nobel lecture in 19g6. whire there
are no overtly political messages of the calibre of soyinka,s
vehement scolding of the globe for its "umbilicar cord.. of
support attached to the unjust governing body in pretoria,
there is much in the plays in the form of hidden poritical
commentary. r in no way intend to suggest that this writer
warrants attention as a consequence of his having received the
Nober Prize, and. hope to confirm the opposite--that his works
have deserved croser attention for many years, and that his
decision to utilise the opportunity of his Nober address to
attack western hegemony says something about this man that his
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published writings have been saying about hfun for three
decades. r have tried to select plays which are fairly evenly
spaced over soyinka's pubtishing career to follow any

chronological trends, whire stressing the prominence of his
poriticar concerns in all of soyinka,s writing, not simply the
works produced during the Nigerian civil war, or in response
to the emergence of "more committed', African writing in the
rate nineteen-seventies. unavoidably, my conments on soyinka,s
prays as drama must be seen as rargely conjecture because r
have relied exclusively on his pubrished pages, having never
attended performances of any of these prays. Thusr my study
is based on abstract considerations since drama depends on the
theatrical performance rather than the written scripts. To

entertain the comparisons of the two chapters, the
chronological order of these scripts has been slightry
disrupted since r analyse Death and the King,s Horseman before
looking at the earlier play, Madmen and soecialists. The two
tragedies published just over a decade apart are closery rinked
by their very similar themes and contentr €rs are the two
overtry politicar farces, separated. by fourteen years, which
comprise the second pair. rn each case, the later pray can be
said to constitute a virtual reworking of the themes j-n the
earrier play. certainry, there are other prays such as a
Dance of the Forests, The Road, Kongi,s Harvest, opera wonvosi,
and , which beg to be included in
this study, but as this is onry an introductory examination,
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chosen provide ample material for
commitment to polit.ical justice and

life and art.



C}IAPTER ONE: THE TRAGEDIES

The predicament in which African peoples currentry find
themserves can perhaps be defined generarry as a desperate
struggle in the morass between tradi-tionalism and modernity.
Colonialism has robbed the African continent of its indigenous
past and rewritten its heritage from the settrer community,s
perspective. In their dubious present position of post_
coloniarism, Africans are trying to regain control of their own

destinies and direct their continent,s future, whire
simultaneously recovering their pre-coronial past without
denying or ignoring their evorution during the years under
colonial rule. ft seems as if the African has uniquely
recognised that there is much to varue and much to reject in
both the pre-coronial and the coloniar erasr €rS his/her newry
independent nations redefine their goars and identities. This
political situation generates much discussion of the issues at
stake. For exampre, examinations of the influence of
outsiders on unsuspecting cultures, the detrinent.or benefit
of such confront;itions of arien varues, and the exigency of the
ethnic exclusiveness of tribalism are all placed under scrutiny

18
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by such a condition. on another 1ever, analysts are interested
in the various concerns associated with the meaning of a

society's situation in time as they explore the sphere of
influence on and urtimate relevance of past events to present
and of present events to future, the worth of traditional
rituals for the retention of identities and the enrichment of
culture, the efficacy of rituars carried out routinely and

sentimentally, and the ultimate truth or fiction of believing
in the existence of unsullied pasts and corrupted presents.
Finally, this predicament spawns reevaluations of the
requirement of serf-sacrifice for the survival of society, and

the dominance of predetermined fate in the face of the
individuar will striving to charlenge and influence the
direction of history. The two traged.ies, The strong Breed

and , constitute two of Soyinka,s
greatest forums for the examination of this long list of
complex issues.

The relationship between past, present and future
constitutes a dominant thene in many of soyinka,s works as the
plalnrright tries to imagine ',a brending of ord and new that
would be better than a tot.a1 rejection of one in favour of the
other" (Dasenbrock 327lr . At the time when Soyinka began

writing there was a tendency in African riterature, of which
the dramatist was very criticar, to use history to present
idearised portraits of the African past. rn his essay ,,The

Writer in a I'lodern African State, " the playwright. describes
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this unhearthy habit of the coloniarist African writer
to turn^his_eye backwards in time and prospect in archaicfields for forgotten gems which would dazzLe and distractthe present. But 1eve1 inwards, never trury into thepresent, never into the obvious sl.mptoms of thd niggfinj,warning, predictable present, ffom which arone ray thesalvation of ideals. (Art 1g)'

fn this same essay, Soyinka declares that the
African writer needs an urgent release from thefascinatig.n of the past- -.-.the- past exists no'e, thismoment, it is coexistent in preient awareness. ftcrarifies the present and expr.lrr" tt" ruiu-re, but it isnot a fleshpot for escapist indurgence. lart is1

soyinka is certainly vrrestring with his understanding of this
temporal interaction in The Strong Breed and @
King's Horsemanr a's he hras in his Nobel lecture, ,,This past
Must Address its presentr " when he suggested that his ,,purpose,,

in derivering such a politically charged accept,ance speech was
"not really to indict the past but to sunmon it to the
attention of a suicidal, anachronistic present.,, The Nobel
raureate craimed that "The past enacts its presence,,and
reiterated his thirty-year insistence on the interconnectedness
of past, present and future ("This past" 437 t432). ,From this
vantage point' one can look back eleven years, and a further
eleven years, to soyinka's treatment of this message and the
above-mentioned rerated issues in these two tragedies.

The remarkabry concentrated and compact play The strong
Breed, dramatise's the tare of Eman, a stranger in an anonymous
African vilrage, who offers himself as the traditional
"carrier" of the year's irls and sins, and unexpectedry becomes
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the villagers' sacrificiar scapegoat, a situation depicted
through a maze of theatricar foreshadowing and frashbacks.
The play is very cornplex in its relaying of this si:npre prot
as the pralnirright expl0res the many issues hidden by the basic
narrative. Eman is a member of the mysterious ,,strong breed,,
who have inherited the responsibirity of carrying the evil of
their communities to the sea in a symbolic annual ritual.
Having refused to perform this obligation in his own towrr, the
protagonist's destiny is partially fulfilled in the new
village' rn fact, soyinka skirlfully directs the action so
that the two purification rituals are interl0cked throughout
the play and are simultaneously ratified. Unwilling to
inherit the duty from his father, Eman flees from his home town
searching for truth, and,, in contrast, naively vorunteers for
the rore in the new vilrage when he offers to substitute
himself for the chosen but indisposed lfada. Despite his
frantic lover's attempts to dissuade hfun from his rooming
denouement, Eman welcomes the responsibility, unalrare of the
differences between the custom for which he has been trai-ned
and that for which he has volunteered. This strang,er,s
ignorance not onry leads to Eman,s death, but also to the
exposure of the ritual for the travesty that it is. Arthough
Eman's two friends, sunma and rfada, do find consoration in
their unlikely bond which is born of their shared ross, most
of the community remain only arienated by the sacrifice. The
play asks whether the transitionar period in Africa can afford
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toto lose a man rike Eman, or whether it needs his sacrifice
prick up the ears and consciences of its citizens.

The stronq Breed is structured upon a scrambled chronorogy
which brings past events to bear on the present action, and

focuses the audience,s attention on the prospective future,
through soyinka's skirred use of the frashback on four
occasions. The prot.agonist arrives at an understanding of his
or^rn past, by way of the retrospective episodes which frow
through his mind and are acted out on stage. Each flashback
recalls situations where Eman was unable to come to terms with
reality, and fled. Shocked by the brutality of Jag-una's

carrier rituar, Eman initialry chooses flight again, and this
decision initiates the memories that will prompt him to accept
the responsibility willingry. Early in the play, oroge warns

Eman that
yg}_ ought to know that no carrier may return to thevillage. rf he does, the people wilt st6ne him to death.ft has happened before. lSloyinka, plays 1 L2g)

Thus, Eman consciousry breaks the traditional taboo, as he did
many years earlier at the initiation camp. surprisingry, the
two villagers who insist that Eman must die for this
infraction, Jaguna and oroge, also disregard a taboo in their
contrivance to have Eman replace rfada as carier. Those who

insist that the. traditions must be respected make exceptions
in the following exchange:

Jaguna: Now teacher...
oroge[restrains him]: you see Mr. Eman, it is like this.Right now, nobody knows that rfada has taken refugehere. No one except us and our men--and. they kn5w
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how to keep their mouths shut. we don,t want tohave to burn do*-r, _the hous"-yo,, see, but if word getsaround, we would have no ch6ice.Jaguna: fn fact, it may be too Jate already. A carriershould end up in .t--fr9 Uust , not in a hou-se. Anyonewho doesn't guarg tris aooi *t"r, the carrier goes byhas himserf to blame. -a-""rrt.*irr.ted 

house shourdbe burnt down.
oroge: But we are willing to let it pass. (prays 1 12g)

Public pressure is all that forces the traditionar_ists to
conform to the custom, and the audience is imperred to guestion
the sincerity of the vilrage leaders. The opposing sides of
the debate on the efficacy of unaltered traditions are
established, and the subsequent compretion of the annuar social
event leads the community to reevaluate their veneration of
such spiritual leaders, its own future conduct, and the
redemptive value of such a practice.

The pray is set at the conjuncture of the worrds of the
past' present and future--the New year,s Eve festivar__and
reads the audience in a suspicious questioning of the utirity
of clinging to tradition in the modern world. whire Eman
ultimately seems to embrace his destiny without hesitation,
and sunma'finds charity and companionship with rfada, soyinka,s
Judgement of the finar scene remains ambivarent as he seems to
condemn Jagrrna, oroge, and the Girr for wasting the life of a
worthwhile individuar, a member of the ,,strong breed.,, At the
sanne time, the playwright seems to be lamenting the devaluation
and corruption of the traditions he so often embraces in his
writing. Despite the plalnrright, s ambiguous position
regarding the need for such traditions, he consistentry
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portrays the characters upholding the traditions in a more
questionable light than the skeptics, and at the end of the
pray, even the idiot-boy is more worthy of our respect than the
traditionarists. soyinka,s authoriar position becomes
endlessly compricated as the pralnrright refuses to didacticarry
control his audj-ence,s response. He addresses directly a
theme of considerabre significance to the African poritcal
scene, but refuses to condernn either argTument, recognisi-ng the
merits of both.

Predictably, Jaguna and oroge are a little more comprex
than they initiarry appear. Both men are in favour of the
carrier practice out of no maliciousness toward either Eman or
rfada, but out of a sense of sociar responsibirity, soyinka,s
prized irnpulse. They push the ritual through to its fruition
because of their sense of duty to the cornmunity, not any evir
vindictiveness. one critic evaruates the enigmatic crosing
messag,e as follows:

The play's ending rooks_both yays [into the past and intothe futurel s-ug-gesting simult-anebusry i- Jn-o.t_sightedrepetition and -a long-gsrm revaluati6n 
"f-;h; pasr.Jaguna's unappreciative 

_response to Eman,s death indicatesthat a grim ?ormariiy rras'iat"rr--it" mectranicii course,emptied -ot. its ;i;;i-;oteacv e"a, lr, . sociery incapableof redemption, withoud reaenltive'blnefit to ariyone. Theperverted rite seems to b€i rocrEa into a vicious andfutire repetitiot, r"-rrtrgl:r*tl*xpiating evil by an act,which amasses more: the 13"t exfiatio. oi-tn" a; year isalso the first bl00d-guilt og--ttl new oner so the riteundermines itserf even-before iJ;;" purchaie . t"rpo=.ryefficacy. (wright 55_56)
Thus, the essentiarly positive impurses of Jaguna and oroge
have been expressed through a practice in which the vitraelers
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no l.nger have any faith. As wright correctry concludes, the
ritual has decayed to the point of producing sociar disharmony
rather than social renewal. However, wright stumbles when he
arg"ues that Eman is sirnpty a coerced victim on the same revel
of importance as rfada. Eman is serving his own purposes when
he calls

Wait father. f am coming with you..father... (plays 1 145)

Ernan triumphs over the serf, by overcoming his own reructance
to fulfill his duty, and psychologically transforms the meaning
of his sacrifice such that it answers the carr of his brood,
and actually consrunmates his home town,s ritual rather than the
purification of his adopted virrage (Hepburn 5g0). rfada,s
death would have induced no questioning of tradition, wourd
have performed no such exercise of uniting the pastr pres€nt
and future, and wourd not have attained the serf_awareness and
insight which Eman,s sacrifice brings into the riving
community. rn fact, the fairure of Eman,s viorent death to
raise the cathartic curses of the virragers prod.uces a more
significant and rasting benefit for the community than the
predicted outcome of the ca*ier ritual. The villagers reject
blind acceptance and recognise the need for modifications to
the ritual, which wourd again instirr its practice with
meaning. urtfun'atery, Eman's serf-sacrifice is necessary for
his own personal development, for his home community,s benefit,
and for the hearth and survivar of his adopted society.

.wait. . .wait for me
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The Girl is the only character porrrayed by soyinka with

very little ambivarence, and this treatment crarifies soyinka,s
stance. She is described as ,,unsmili[9, ,, ,,unsett.]_ing, ,,

"unwell, u "impassiV€r,' possessing ,,a kind of inscrutabilityr,,
and "surprising' venom" (prays 1 r1g-120). she tlpifies the
brutal carlousness hanging over the pray, she is isolated from
the community by her strange irrness, and she serfishly
disprays no compassion, as she arone adheres blindly and
ruthlessry to the traditional scapegoating. The Girr is the
play's evil character. Through her, Soyinka levels his
criticism of traditions on those who refuse to compromise,
those who witr not adapt to the changing mores of every
society' rn this Play, soyinka is dramatising the African
effort to reconcire past with present situations, and. exproring
the varying perspectives of those who endorse and those who
deprecate the retention of traditions.

As part of this questioning of tradition, it is arso
worthwhile to examine the deveropment of soyinka,s views of
sexuar politicsr €rs they grow and change during the course of
his writing career. Between The Strong Breed and A play of
Giants, there is a considerabre distance with respect to the
authoriar stance on the position of women. Besides the Girl,
the other two female characters in this earry d.rama receive
rather questionabre treatment at the hands of both the pray,s
other characters, as well as the playwright,s. Sunma and Omae
are ambivarentry portayed as both positive and negative
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influences in their communities. They are connected in some
way with the continuation of curture-enhancing traditions and
yet these two women are arso guilty of breaking taboos and
disruptiing the dynamics of their societies. Omae provides
Eman's father with an anchor and a symbol of hope, but she also
disrespectfurry interrupts Eman,s corning-of-age rituar.
sunma, as the daughter of Jag"una, and protector of Eman,s best
interests, occupies a fairly s'mpathetic position in the play,
but her strange harshness towards rfada and her father, arong
with her cord serf-arienation from her community, taint her
healthy portrait. Both women are victims of serious sexist
oppression as Eman, Jagrrna, and the Tutor viciousry mistreat
these rromen' and perpetuate the patriarchicar stereotfripes.
These men do not hesitate to subordinate and objectify sunma
and omae, and wirlingly exproit the power accorded. to mares in
their society. without the stight exaggeration of the mare
dominance in the play, the gender of soyinka,s satiricar target
would be difficult to determine, since he seems onry
provisionally interested in the rights of \fomen here,
especially when The stronq Breed is compared with the later
works' The seeds of soyinka,s emerging awareness that the
place of women in an oppressive society is cl0sery rerated to
his concerns with povrer and poritics, are present in this earry
play in a rather crouded and ambig-uous form, but this brief
questi-oning deverops into a centrar issue during the nineteen_
seventi-es.
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The strong Breed arso examines the position of the
outsider in a society, the presence of the other. The
purification ritual in Jaguna,s virrage reguires that a
stranger or an idiot be subjected to the curses and abuse of
the villagers as they purge themserves of the evils of the ord
year. The vilrage would not reasonably ask one of its own
people to undergo the ritual humiliation and personal
defilenent associated with the carrier, and must annually find
an appropriate victim. In the play,s tense opening, the

sunma:"twhy do you continue to stay where nobody wantsyou?
Eman: That is not true.

dubious and fearfur position of the stranger in this
unrocalised virlage is emphasised in the stage direction which
follows the f irst line of dialoefue.

[..-two villagers, obvious travelrers, pass hu=iedry infront of the house, the man has i-s*.it-raffia sack, theriloman a cl0th-covered basket, the man enters first, turnsand urges the woman who is iust emeiging i;[";=y: ] (pra's1 11s)

Eman's role as a teacher famiriar with western medicine, and
hence a stranger to this rurar virrage of ,'mud house I s ] , ,, is
evidenced in the opening stage direction:

[Eman, in light buba and trousers stand.s at the window,lookin-g :lt_. r.nside, sunma is crearing the t"uil of whatlooks like a modest ciinic, fiti-"s rhe things ariray in thecupboard. Another rougtr tiute iri tne =-;;;L fir"a withexercise books, two or t-hree worn iext-boo*"r-"ti.I (pravsI 11s)

rn the exchange between Eman and. his rover which forlows this
opening tabreau, Eman's position as an outsider is confi:med,
as is the villagers, xenophobia:
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sunma: rt i-s ' you are .was-ti1g your life on peopre whoreally w?nt_ you out of tnLii way.Eman: you don,t know wfrat V"" "." saying.sunma: you think they rove-y""i-- Do you think they careat all for what you__or I__do toi ttremiEman: THEM? These are your own peopre. sorneii*es youtalk as if you weie a*straiger too.
Sunma: By yourself you can do nothing here. Have younot noticed how tightty we shut. orit 

"t.in€lers? Evenif you lived here-for'a riiecrrner fou wourd remaina stranger.
Eman: perhaps that is what r rike. There is peace inbeing a stranger.
sunma: For a whire-perhags. But they would reject you inthe end. lpfayi 1 tTO,l,Zij

Although Eman is clearry an African and not a westerner, the
ethnic protectiveness of tribalism, which is suspicious of arl
arien influence, applies equarly to him. This rejection of
strang'ers is tied to the rejection of arr outside ideas and
innovations which pose a threat to existing orders and a
peopre's culturar id.entity. The attitudes of Jaguna, oroge,
and particurarly the Girr fuel the bigotry. Eman disprays
sirnilar sentiments when he contemptuousry disrupts the
scapegoat rituar to replace rfada as the victim, and
demonstrates his lack of respect and sensitivity to the
villagers' customs. He makes no effort to understand their
practices and ethnocentricarry volunteers to be carrier based
on his own customs. The realisation that his knowredge of
his vilrage traditions does not guarantee farniriarity with alr
carrier rituars reads Eman to flee in terror from the drastic
cultural difference. Raised in a different tradition which
enlists a strong wirling carrier rather than the rikes of
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rfada, Eman attempts to abandon his assumed rore once his
participation in Jaguna,s method of hearing society has begun.
This confrontation of alien varues fails to blossom into any
hearthy integrative co-existent dream, and soyinka finds
himself struggring in the on-going debate between assirniration
and 'apartheid.' should curtures be preserved by separate and
hence different deveropment, or possibry enhanced or risked in
a converging interaction where only the fittest survive?
These topical politicar questions are woven into the fabric of
soyinka's tragedy, as the playwright carefully directs his
audience to question its faith and its mistrust of the various
partisan polemics.

Tragedy, most often, dears with the confrict between its
two most important components: individual will and tragic
destiny (Katrak 1Og).

this conventional theme.

The Stronq Breed deals squarely with
The play,s opening sentence posits

a choice for Eman:

sunma[hesitant]: you wirr have to make up your mind soonEman. (plays 1115)
The suggestion that Eman has any option impties quite strongry
that soyinka is endorsing the argument that the individual has
the ability to direct the course of events. rn the pray,s
early dialogue between Sunma and Eman, fate seems to have no
hord on the action as Eman stubbornry insists on controlring
his own life. sunma, .rrary of the rikery outcome of her
village's New year's Eve festivar, ur!tres Eman to leave on the
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departing rorry, but he is too determined to make his own
decisions:

Sunma[desperately]: Two days Eman. grfy two days.Eman[distressed]: But r_teit yoo-i have no wisl to go.Sunma[suddenly angry]: are yoir so afraid then?Eman: Me? Afraid oi what?
sunma: you think you wilr not want to come back.Eman[pitying]: you cannot dare me that way.sunma: Then why won't you leave here, even for an hour?rf vou are so "":e !n"! vo.u;-riie is ""ih"a here,why are you afraid to oo'tti" ttring-tor-;z whatis so wrong that you wirr not go into the next townfor a day or two?
Eman: r don't want to. r do not have_to persuade youror myserf abour anyrhing. r simpty h;;;-;" desireto go away.

***
sunma: some day you will wish that you went away when rtried to make you. (plays 1 if ,r-Si----

Eman's individuarism, and his headstrong attitude regarding
any decisions about his Iife, seem to embrace whoreheartedry
soyinka's politi-car faith in the abirity of every person to
influence sociar changes. But soyinka,s stance is never so
naive or one-sided, and Eman arso utters the claim ,r am very
much my father's son,, (p1ays 1 L26). During the first
frashback this debate is examined further as the ord Man tries
to convince his son that he cannot escape the ,,urge,, of his
blood, that Eman's ,'own blood will betray,, hfu, ,,because.. thel
cannot hold it back" (plavs 1 134). The spectre of Eman,s
father predicts that destiny wilr overrun the boy, and the
tragic conflict becomes less easily resolved.

The two frashbacks which forrow invorve Eman,s wife omae,
and whire the first recorrection invorving his defiant
desertion from his initiation canp bears witness to Eman,s
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strong' individual will, the second recollection which
dramatises omae's predicted death giving birth to a .strong
one' " attests to the awesome power of fate. The play,s final
flashback, which resurts in Eman,s violent death,
characteristicarry remains ambivarent, and soyinka refuses to
concrude whether or not Eman is arrowed any degree of choice
as he furfills the destiny of beronging to the ,,strong breed..,,
Arl this discussion of fate up against one,s will is centrar
to the plalnu'right's ideas about poritical action, because
persons who complacently accept dissatisfying conditions as the
dividends of dete:minism, have no inspiration to try to effect
change. soyinka's message seems to be more crearry associated
with the futirity of any effort to renounce one,s famiry, home
or vocation. This seems to be the precise message of
soyinka's traditionalisms an individuar cannot cut him_/herself
off from his/her roots and escape his/her heritage.
rronically, Eman demonstrates this knowredge early in the pray,
prior to his growth in self-awareness, in the following
dialogue when the agitated sunma fears the imprications of her
family's loyalty to tradition, and boasts:

to*.irr t"ffJ: renounced it; I am Jaguna , s d.aughter only
Ernan: Renou-ncing one,s self is not so easy__surely youknow thar. (plays I 123)

Extrapolating frbm soyinka,s pronounced berief in the strength
of individuar action and personar courage to redress social
inJustice, one would expect him to come down decidedry in
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favour of the abirity of the individuar to overpower fate, but
as is always the case, the prayvrright resists the simpricity
of embracing any one side of a particurar issue, exproring
instead the various viewpoints without drawing an imevocabre
conclusion, but arso without leaving the issues where they
were.

comparisons have been made between christ and the thirsty,
crucified Eman (Laurence 74i Jones 72-79; Egberike 2g7,), but
the more accurate counterpart for the activery defiant rather
than passively suffering member of the ',strong breedr,, is found.
in soyinka's idealised portrait of the African writer. The
inability of members of the ',strongr breed,, to effectively
escape their predestined sociar duties to serf-sacrifice and
to the preservation and hearth of their communities, is too
rhetoricalry similar to soyinka,s own insistence that artists
must act as the conscience of their societies. one perceptive
critic's description of the qualifications for the pray,s
spirituarry erect sounds remarkabry crose to soyinka,s advocacy
for writerss

The strong breed stride across human history, not just astraight descent from old Man t"-nri". They are a chainof pivotal persons who ride on ttre c=""t of tire erave, makethe human probrems theirs 
""o 

-ii"* 
age to age sacrificethemserv:: y"rtTtariry for the 

""rr*otr good. Eman is in!his- gre-at rradirion ind it i; ;;E those who are withinit that know the intensity ina;;l;'"f the devotion ro thehuman caus6. The relt ot- humanity is either toosensible,. like_ S-unma, to think thJ sacrifice is worth itor too naive, rike rfadar !o 3pp.".i.t" its iitnificance.rt is onry the erect that h;;;-u"tt, the wilr and thetemerity to make the eJungJ ;"d consent to be thesacrificial victim. logdba ie I
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soyinka even makes the comparison more graring by incruding a
few autobiographical details in his portrait of Eman. rt
surely cannot be coincidental that Eman is a hearer and teacher
who left home for severar years, wandering arone in pursuit of
some sort of higher truth and fulfirlment, before returning to
demonstrate a renewed appreciation of his heritage and
traditions. This description could very easiry be appried
directly to the attitude of the young pralnrright in the years
before 19G0.

soyinka's refusar to whoreheartedry embrace Marxisrn is
arso evidenced in the play's lack of faith in the masses to
effect sociar change, and his preference for the benevorent
interference of an exceptionar, enrightened individual,
committed to the communal good. Closely tied to his
conception of the rore of the African artist is soyinka,s
belief in the sociar responsibirity of the members of the
"strong breed. " While it is obvious that the playrirright is
far from suggesting that every ind.ividuar berongs to this
select group in The strong Breed, it is arso clear that when
he carls on his felrow artists to take up the cause, he exempt,s
none' and the play dramatises the consequences that befatr
shirkers. My interpretation of soyinka,s approach to sociar
action refuses .to recognise his political commit^ment as an
eritist hierarchical resistance where onry the erect can
struggle. rt is the responsibility of the intelrectuar and
the artist to use their knowledge and skilrs to inform and



motivate the rest of society, but the demand for change
no way restricted to their able and trained hands. rt
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is in
is my

belief that soyinka is not advocating eritism, but a more
effective commitment to radicar change. His refusar simpry
to give power to the masses, empowers each individuar with an
ability to effect change, and a sociar responsibirity divorced
from any complacent apathy that relies on others to carry the
struggle which every individuar must take up. soyinka has
faith in the strength of a colrective group, but in a more
unified mass comprised not of anonymous sheep but of committed,
responsibre agents of communal good. He uses the motif of the
"strong breed, " since he speaks onry for himserf and his ferlow
artists, not for art people, and writes onry about what he
knows.

Likewise, the old Man,s comments regarding his perfonnance
of the obligations of his brood, the carrier rituar, are
equally relevant for the political activist, or the committed
African writer:

old Man: r have never met the carrying of the boat withsuch a heawy heart.....A Man should be at hisstrong'est when he takes the boatr my friend. To beweighed down inside ana out G not a wise thing. rhope when the moment comes r sharr h;;; ]ouno mysrrength. (plays 1 132_133)

Grief is the one thing that can weigh down the ,,strong breed.r,,
and bot,h the otd'Man and Eman furfirr their finat journeys with
the eration of having saved society. Becoming ove::r,rhermed or
despondent with the enormity of the charrenge is the greatest
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threat to effecting change, both within the pray and in any
society. soyinka sees himserf and arl African writers, in
fact arr artistsr as members of a ,,strong breed,,vrhose vocation
includes the predestined responsibility of using one,s art to
fight for the survival and liberation of his,/her society, and
this responsibirity is abdicated either through negrect or
paralysing grief. while soyinka is at pains to arlow each
artist a choice of whether or not to take up his/her sociar
responsibility, he is, €rt the same tirne, trying to support the
idea of some inner compursion that drives the artist to wear
his/her mantle and discard any alternative course of action as
purery unthinkable. Eman is arrowed to make up his own mind,
but he realisticarry has no choice but to accept the d.estiny
of the "strongl breed', and lead the community in the beneficiar
re-examination of their past, present and future.

whire The stronq Breed may appear to be a rather simpre
and apolitical Pray, soyinka has included a great deal of
phirosophicar discourse dearing with severar of the crucial
social issues facing his country and his continent. Eman is
a striking example of an essentially beneficial individual wilt
restrained and eriminated by poriticar oppression. He is a
creature rerevant to both Ni-geria,s coronial and post_coronial
eras ' simurtaneousry, Eman operates as a slznboric message t,o
the newly-independent Nigerians affirming the need for sociar
responsibility and an end to serfishness. The pray addresses
the exact poriticar moment in soyinka,s homerand, when his
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fellow Nigerians needed nation-buirding guidance, with respect
not onry to the preservation of rituals, but also to individual
duty, communarism, tribarism, nationar identity, state
tolerance and leniency, and sexual politics. written over two
decades before "This past Must Address its presentr,, The Strong
Breed possesses much in common with the didactic Nober lecture,
and effectivery initiates this study of soyinka,s politicar
commitment as expressed through his drama.
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rn the pubric announcement that soyinka wourd be the
recipient of the 1996 Nobel prize for riterature, the swedish
Academy was carefur to stress that it had been particularly
impressed by soyinka's rich and compricated pray, Death and
the Kinq,s Horseman. This enigmatic and ,,tightly vroven,,
masterpiece has puzzred and challenged audiences and critics
to come to an understanding of the prayvrright,s fresh
interpretation of modern tragedy, his ringuistic skirr and
agility, his expectations for the dramatic performance, his
world view, and his yoruba identity. The play has attracted
a great dear of 1ively critical debate on severar aspects of
its dramaturgy, as many have wrestred with its comprexities
and retired awestruck by its powerfur ranguage, which has been
labered "the richest and deepest dramatic langruage he has ever
writtenn (Moore 159) and ,,as poetically rich and symbolic as
any found in Shakespeare,, (Ready Z1l).

soyinka wrote the pray during his self-imposed exj_1e from
Nigeria, immedihtery after the civil war, whire he was
simurtaneousry derivering the fo::urative carnbridge essays which

38
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comprise his
This book of

explanation

Yoruba, and

as Katrak,

volume

African riterary theory is crosely rinked to Death

, since both are steeped in the
and the affirmation of Soyinka,s identity as a

hence have been frequently paired by critics, such
fsevbaye, Ready, and Maduakor. The fact that

Soyinka composed while influenced
by the odd setting of cambridge,s churchill college seems to
account for his choice of a classical five_act tragic structure
for this strongry yoruba play, as welr as his decision to
stress and satirise the prejudiced attitudes of the British,
with whom he had again been praced in crose proximity. The
pralnrright arso deviates from his estabrished form by choosing
to construct the play around an historical incident, that of
the interrupted rituar suicide of the master of the King,s
horse in oyo, in 1945. rt is arso quite significant that
soyinka w-rote the play to commenorate the recent d.eath of his
father. Alr of these factors have contributed to the finar
shape and meaning of the play.

Much like that of the earlier play @, the
plot 

"f is based on a ri-tual of
purification which is eventuarry inherited and embraced by the
son of the village ',carrier.,, According to the yoruba custom,
the Eresin oba must commit suicide a month after the Arafin,s
death to accompany his king on the passage between this worrd
and the world of the ancestors. During his preparations on
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the eve of the rituar, Elesin, who has failed to disinterest
himserf in the pleasures of this world, hesitates and the
colonialist authorities are able to intervene and prevent his
suicide. The disruption of the event has cataclysmic
consequences for the community, and thus, Elesin's son olunde,
returning from his studies in England with a fresh commitment

to the Yoruba world view, assumes his father's abdicated public
responsibility and tries to fulfilt the traditional role of the
King's horseman. Devastated by O1unde,s premature death,
Elesin kills himself purposelessly, too late to furfirr his
destiny.

soyinka prefaced this pray with a rather curious and

troublesome "Author's Note" which makes some disturbing
assertions that demand to be dealt with, in their entirety,
before proceeding with an examination of the p1ay. Besides

declaring the historical source for his material, the
p1a1m'right raises several issues which are integrar to an

understanding of the play. He adnits that he has made some

changes...in matters of detair, seqluence and of coursecharacterisation [and that the] action has also been setback two or three y-ears to while the rtrar was still onrfor minor reasons of dramaturgy. (soyinka, Horsernan G)

This poetic license has sparked much controversy--see Jeyifo's
essay in Marxism and African Literature--but the playwright is
most anxious in liis "Author,s Note,'to warn those readers with
a particurar "kind of perverse mentality" to avoid the ',sadly
familiar reductionist tendency,' of attaching to this play the



"facire tag of 'crash of cultur":,...Ithe] prejudicial
of ethnocentric misinterpretation (Horseman 6).
prefatory note, soyinka is at pains to stress the
"threnodic essence" and ptainly emphasises that

4L

labe1,,

fn the

pray's

The colonial factor is an incident, a catarytic incidentmerelv. The confront"ri;;-l; the pi# -i; rargerymetaphysicar, contained in the-human vehicre which isEresin and the universe of the yoiuba mind. (Horsenan 7)
While thj-s ,,Author,s Note,, insists that the play,s political
themes rerated to coroniarism are of rittle signi_ficance,
soyinka stated clearry in an intenriew conducted just two years
ago that "Of course there,s politics in
Horsemanr " thus laying to rest any suspicions that this pray
has no place in this thesis (Appiah Zg1).

To resolve this apparent contradiction a critic must
understand that soyinka is desperately trying to discourage
any simplistic reading of this extremery compricated play.
Any conclusion that the British District officer is the sore
hindrance to the compretion of the rituar suicide, is based on
precisely this type of superficial interpretation of Death and
the King's Horseman, and has missed the gist of at reast harf
of the drama. The "threnodic,, or ,,metaphysicar,, purport of
the play concerns the dramatisation of Eresin,s naturar human
tendency to confront death whire rooking rongingry over his
shourder at the' preasures of this worrd, and certainry is
intended to occupy a very centrar position in a pray dedicated
to the recent death of the plap,rright,s father. The pray has
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been designed to read the audience through the ri_tuar
cerebration of the recent death of a yoruba ,,kingr,, soyinka,s
father. Therefore, the prayw-right added his ,,Author,s Note,,
to insure that readers could not overlook the pJ-ay,s concern
with death, by only recognising the much more simple discussion
of colonial intervention. rn fact, soyinka stresses this issue
in the body of the text by dramatising Eresin,s darriance and
reructance to surrender his earthly existence throughout two
acts' while the less significant colonialist interference takes
place off stage. The prefatory note draws attention to this
obvious beacons "it is not by chance that r have avoided
dialogue or situation which wourd encourage [this erroneous
interpretationl " (Horse$an 6). The ,'Author,s Note,, strives
not to subordinate the play,s political content, as much as to
alert Lazy readers to the convenient trap that would fail to
give the credit due to a work and a rirriter utterry dissociated
from simplicity.

Also at work in this ,'Author,s Note,, is the plalnrright,s
affirmation that modern African riterature no ronger has the
capacity to de-politicise itself. For the sake of this
conmemorative volume, soyinka proclairns that he wirl concern
himserf with a "metaphysical,, discussion of death, and wilt
de-emphasise the poriticar content to the status of na

cataryt'ic incident merery.,' But as the play itserf testifies,
soyinka, arong with other African rrriters, discovers that this
popular chalrenge remains an impossibirity as these inescapabre
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concerns characteristically seek prominence in arl 0f his
writing' Literature from Africa strongly resists dissociation
from the politicar commitment and ideologicar concerns of its
writers, and soyinka,s ',Author,s Note,, identifies Death and the
King's Horseman as bearing testi:nony to that fact. soyinka
seems to feel that a Nigerian writer cannot even honour his
father's death without making some sort of poriticar comment.

explores the temporal
interaction of pastr pfes€Dt and future from the sane
perspective adopted by Soyinka in @. This
later play concentrates on an event which took prace thirty
years before the pray's pubrication, specifically reworking
the historicar detairs to invest them with contemporary
relevance and turn the audience,s questioning eyes onto the
future. The play echoes @ by affirming that
those who betray the present, self ishly and i*edeemably
shatter their community. The axis of the yoruba world is
founded upon the contiguity of the worlds of the past, present
and future, and the transitionar gulf, the numinous passage,
the "fourth stage" which rinks arl. The unborn, the riving
and the dead arl coexist simurtaneousry; the dead are
resu*ected through ritual to offer conmentary and criticism
on the social order of the riving, and the unborn carry the
uncertainty of the corununity,s future hopes as they inherit arr
that has gone before them.

Elesin is ,'the rernembrance of
Conbined in the character of
the past, the honour of the
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present' and the promise of the future" (Last 39). The yoruba
world view is revealed as the source for soyinka,s theory of
simurtaneity which is so prevarent in both his rife and work,
and motivates his commitment to improving the present.

rf The strong Breed suspiciousry questions the efficacy
of continuing and embracing traditionar customs, Death and the
King's Horseman appears to be at the other end of the spectrum,
rigorousry asserting the tradition and criticising the
questioners (Hepburn 577]l . One critic calls Olunde,s
sacrif icial substituti-on ,,a signif icant and uncompromising
affirmation of traditionar cosmorogry', (Ralph-Bowman gg);
Katrak, however, confidently insists many have been misred.

into believing that the.. pla'vmight is cerebrating thecusrom. soyinka is _criticiiin-g-this tr"o1l-iorr, thoughindirectry as is consonant witli his artistic method.This is implied in soyinka;" 
"y*p.thy to Eresin,s basichuman instinct for survivar =.€nE, than for death. rtis ironic that orunde. . 

.. 
shourd ;i;g" blindry inro an acrrequired _bv the corununity .r,a ;ffii; -""1?f?'i#' ni" lifemerely for the sake or honor.-...soyinka is sureryquestioning this kind of. heavy--.o*or.l demand...for thesake of some unspecified benerit-to-the community. (Katrak89-9 0 )

Although Katrak's argrrment is more attractive, neither critic
has honestly evaruated soyinka,s position, nor has either been
sufficiently convincing that soyinka has adopted such a partial
position. yet another attests that there is ,,no approvar or
disapproval in soyinka,s stance, but a mere unfolding of the
cultural sensibirity" (Jain 2s7). since the onry suggestion
in the play that the ritual shourd be questioned comes from the
mouths of the grossly insensitive colonialists, their misfit
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stooges or the tragic figure himserf, who has betrayed his
community and evaded his public duty, readers are reluctant to
arg"ue that any of these voices are being endorsed by soyinka.
rnstead, readers are easily tempted. into seeing soyinka as
sanctioning orunde,s position as the moral and interrectuar
figure of promise whose sojourn in the western worrd has
strengthened his deep understanding of his heritage, his sense
of public resPonsibility and the recognition of the fundamental
coincidence of pastr present and future. As with Eman, there
are certain autobiographical traits in olunde,s character that
strongry imper readers to associate hfun with soyinka,s
authorial stance. And yet, is it likery that soyinka would
be so ambivarent as to address the issue of trad.itional customs
from two such contradictory positions, in two prays written
onry a decade apart? There must certainry be something more
to Katrak's argument, which professes to see more consistency
in soyinka's attitude. The ptaywright,s stance in Death and
the Kinq's Horseman must share more with @ than
Hepburn and Ralph-Bowrnan suggest. A writer as committed
soyinka wourd hardly turn such an about-face with respect
this important issue.

soyinka's "metaphysicar', play is lamenting the ross of an
inner consistency in the yoruba curture, while praising and
advocating the traditionarism of orunde to avoid the
transformation of the yoruban popuration into a mass of Anusas,
Josephs, and even Elesins, who have cut themselves off from

as

to
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their curtural roots through excessive lust for the materiar
world. Soyinka's point in his "Author, s Note,, is also
relevant here: while colonialism deserves some of the blame for
the destruction of African cultures, their demise is equarry
the result of the failure of Africans themselves to adhere to
indigenous values. The spiritual unity has collapsed from
within and these external influences have never posed much of
a threati as ryaloja and the praise-singer testify, the yoruba
themselves wrench "the world adrift into emptiness,,:

rn their time the great rtrars came and went, the litttewars cane and went; the white slavers came and went, theytook aeray the heart of our race. they bore ;;"t the mindand muscle of our race. Jh" "i_ty t6rr and wa-s rebuilt;the city felr and our pe-opre trudg-ed tt"""gh ,n"orrt.in andforest to find a neli h6ne uui.'.-..our worrd lras neverwrenched f rom its true .?lf ".
Elesin, lve placed the reins of the world in your handsyet Jrou _watched it plunge over the edge of [n" bitterprecipice. you sat witrr'fotded .m" whiie 

"rrif "t"angerstilted rhe worrd from irs cour"; ;;a crashed iiulyond theedge of emptiness--you nuttered, there is littre that oneman can 9o, yo-u left us itounaerin;-1;- 
" blindfuture. -..our wortd is 

-t^urnb_1_i"g i" tne voi-a oi strangers,Elesin. (Horseman 12, 10, Z5) - --

These "strang'ers" are the colonialist settlers who are seizing
the rand, but as the praise-singer expricitry pronounces,
Eresin's fairure to act has permitted their domination; he has
actively surrendered. the control which the ,'strangers,, have
inherited. Eresin attempts to accuse these outsiders of being
the culprits, arld. argues that his ,,will was squelched in the
spittre of an arien race', (Horseman 69). As he confesses to
his young bride, Eresin is fulry aware of the rear source of
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his community,s destruction:

my weakness came not merery from the abomination of thewhite man who cane v1ol_e1i,ry int- my fading presence,there was al-so a weight of ton'gi"t; my earth-held rimbs.(Horsenan 65)

The play asserts that the yoruba world, and by extension the
African world, rtras not toppred merery by the meddling
colonialists, but arso by its own peopre,s serfish desires.

The extreme contrasts drawn by Death and the Kins,s
Horseman between the ranguage, dance, rituals, beliefs, and
attitudes of the spheres of the marketplace and the British
residency are extensions of the theme of the stranger which
was so important in The strong Breed. The outsider Eman has
bred several counterparts in the later play. Olunde most
closely resembles the character of Eman, but has returned to
his original comrnunity and is treated with much ress suspicion.
Amusa and Joseph are both outcasts who have renounced their
indigenous values in favour of those of the colonialists, but
as a result become aliens i_n both domains and are the victims
of contempt from alr sides. Eresin, in his metamorphosis frorn
redeemer to betrayerr peffidnentry alienates himserf from his
community and is banished to ,,step in the vomit of cats and the
droppings of mice... [and] fight them for the left-overs of the
world', (Horseman 6g ) . The most unequivocal and complete
inheritor of Embn's rore as stranger is surery the District
officer, simon pilkings. This man and his wife embody the
perpetual European preJudices against Africa, and are treated
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accordingly by the playrc"right--Ianpooned constantly for their
farse sense of superiority. These strangers justify and
necessitate the ethnic exclusiveness of tribalism by way of
their relentless disdain and disrespect for the ,,sly, devious
bastards" of "the coronies" and their indigenous ,,nonsenser,,

"rubbishr " and "mumbo-jumbo" (Horseman 29, 24). Joseph,s
rsramic beliefs and Amusa's christianity, his ,'hory vrater
nonsense, " are also equal targets for the intolerant foreigners
(Horseman 30). In extreme caricature, the pilkingses
trivialise all that they do not understand, thus constituting
stereotlpes of the insensitive stranger. The praywright
twists the theme of the stranger from its treatment in The
stronq Breed to a fresh evaruation in the later pray which is
also not as straight-forward as it seems.

Reed suggests that "rather than porarizing Ithese arien]
culturesr...soyinka gently d.raws pararrers between themr,, but
r wourd arg-ue that the comparisons are drawn abrasivery rather
than gently (707). The yoruba characters, mastery of
proverbiar and figrurative ranguage contrasts brilliantry with
the coloniarists' trite, frat, and. criched speech. The yoruba
dancing is "graceful, " "purposefulr,, and most importantly
"anchored to a worldvi€wr " while the ostentatious barrroom
antics of the coloniarists contain onry enjoyment varue, and
the Pilkings' Egungrrn dance exists as no more than a horrow and
meaningress imitation (Maduakor 270). soyinka,s satiricar
stage directions expose the travesty of the pri-nce,s rituar
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procession juxtaposed with Elesin,s far more regal rites of
passage in the previous scene. Yet, the most striking
contrasts are drawn during olunde,s conversation with Jane
Pilkings in the fourth scene. Through orunde, soyinka subtly
compares the African and European pandects, and sirentry
affirms the African world view. The nearly eight page
exchange is too long to quote, but the moral and sophisticated
olunde is unconditionarly elevated above the arrogant,
irrational and inconsistent Janer Ers, among other things, the
true nature of European mass suicide and sacrifice in two worl_d
erars is contrasted with the controlled rituar suicides in
Yorubaland. soyinka invites the audience to decide whose
behaviour is primitiver "blasphem[ous],,,,,barbaricr,,,,feud.al, u

"ca1lous, n nunfeeliDg, " ,,nonsensIical], " ,,savag.er,, and
"unnatural" (Horseman 50-57). olunde delivers the heaviest
blow when he concrudes from his western experience that

r l..a plelty -of time to study your peopre. r sardnothing, finally, thaj gavg V"i the right ro passjudgement ?1.other peopres Lno ttieir ways. Nothing at arr-.(Horseman 54)

The play also points to these arien cultures, differing
definitions of "honour" and "dutyr,, and offers a very different
perspective to that of The stronq Breed on the issue of the

colonial meddling, and a

pronouncement on cultural

strangerr Ers articulates a
confident denunciation of
characteristically ambivalent
interaction.
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Extending from his brief concern with sexual politics in
The strong Breed, soyinka casts the roles for women in this
later play with a clever complexity and a seeming ambivalence
as some female characters purport values which others wholry
disregard. Iyaloja and the Bride represent, the two extremes
of the female spectrum in this ptay. The fo:mer embodies
soyinka's sympathetic and frattering portrait of a woman, which
attributes to her gender the last vestiges of human communi-on

with nature, unwavering royalty to the community and the
traditions, and the maternalism that gives the race hope and
promise. She is a powerful matriarch in the community,
demanding and deserving respect from men and women arike.
This character, and the marketwomen she reads, differs
substantially from the marginarised and disparaged women in The
Stronq Breed as the playwright moves forward in his view of
women and turns to the pre-colonial Nigerian rcoman,s ,,exalted
institutional positions in traditionar poritics,, for his
dramatic creations. Among the country,s three rargest ethnic
groupsr the Hausa, the Yoruba, and the Igbo, ,,women held very
high political posts in the traditional community
organisations" and "the depressed status of women in poritics
developed Ionly] after the imposition of British coloniar rule,,
(okonjo 2LL-2L6).. For his mother of the marketprace, soyinka
is drawing on an historical tradition that vromen functioned as
"protective progenitors, healers, . . .and guardians of morarity,
social order, and the just apportionment of power, wearth, and
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prestige" and were largely addressed as "our mothers,, to
emphasise the community,s consciousness of their role as the
source of life (Drewar 8-9). However, ryaroja is not the
first female character tied to these traditions, as Madmen and

Specialists will demonstrate.

The Bride in Death and the King's Horseman stands at the
other spectrar extreme, and her conduct at the hand.s of the
Elesin oba bears more than a hint of comparison with the
Tutor's callous, sexuar exploitation of omae at the initiation
camp in The strong Breed. one of Elesin,s rast wishes is to
unburden himself of "seed that wilr not serve the stomach./ on
the way" by emptying it into the "beautifur young girr,,he has
spied in the marketprace (Horseman 21, 1g). Elesin,s over-
enthusiastic attraction to the material manifestations of the
Earthry realm, which is present in his request for rich new

clothing, is tlpified in his urgent dernand for sex with the
Bride. crearry the Bride is unwilling since she has already
been predged to another, but the poor "girl,, is handed to
Elesin in a gesture which can hardly be dissociated from the
market-women's presentation of arr the other ,merchandise, to
their redeemer. Even though the Bride is betrothed. to
ryaloja's son, there is no real hesitancy in the ,transaction.,
The objectification of the Bride and subordination of arr the
market women to Elesin's wishes are far more exaggerated
instances of sexist oppression than any which are present in
the femare portraits in The strong Breed. The satire which
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is aimed at the patriarchical structures and conventions is far
ress ambiguous in this rater pray, as soyinka,s calr for human

riberty recognises the tyranny of mare dominance as equalry
deserving of his attention.

Despite her association with European prejudices and

coronialist narrow-mindedness, Jane pilkings may represent an

attempt to reconcile the two stereotlpical extremes syrnbolised
by ryaroja and the Bride, in soyinka,s portrayal of women.

The coronialist wife offers a form of compromise since she

repeatedly demonstrates her awareness of sexuar politics by
po5-nting mockingty at her subservience, and continually
disobeying her husband and involving herself in the action
(Horseman 30-34 | 64-74). The playwright directly mocks Simon

Pilkings' mare chauvanism and arrogance through Jane,s
satirical asides, and rarlies the audience,s support and
sympathy for the European ruoman,s incessant opposition to her
husband's indifferent pronouncements, as she reveals her more
sensitive interest in yoruba culture which contrasts his
entrenched attitude of colonialist racism. With Jane
Pilkings, the pralnrright has created a fresh role for a femare
character which is not based on a traditionar matriarch, and
dramatises the possibility of women overcoming sexist
oppression and moving towards emporrercnent. soyinka offers a
spectrum of female roles in Death and the Kingr,s Horseman,
which attests to his emerging consciousness with respect to
feminism.
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Soyinka's tragedy is remarkably innovative. An audience

at a presentation of Death and the King's Horseman would most

Iikely find themselves in the fifth act uncomfortably lamenting

the fact that the protagonist failed to die. The dramatic

force of such a conglomeration of ritual, song, storytelling,
masque, mimicry, and dance must certainly produce an uncoinmon

spectacle and a unique theatrical experience. The play also

has more to reveal to Nigerians than olunde's ability to return
uncorrupted from his education in the West. Iyaloja's
condemnation of Eresin in the fifth scene extends to a

generation of political leaders throughout Africa's newry

independent nations who are addicted to left-overs (Horseman

58). Soyinka voluntary went into exile over his
dissatisfaction with the leadership in "Gowon,s Nigeria', and

Death and the King's Horseman is realry a play about such

readers who are in desperate need of instruction. The play
says a great deal to soyinka's fellow Nigerians on the issues
of traditionarism, honour, responsibility, self-sacrifice and

politicar leadership, and there can be little doubt regarding
the implications of the play's setting in an "erstwhire sacred

society" which has been poisoned by corruption and crime

(Maduakor 276). The action is undoubtedly taking place in
Yorubaland, and. the play is intended to deliver topical
poritical messages to those involved in the struggle there.
olunde provides soyinka's model for the path to the recovery
of the Nigerian past and the forging of a better future, by
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affirming that sensitive cultures can come together without

destroying one another, and benefit from such reciprocity.

The survivalist tendencies which plunged Nigeria into its Civil
War as the main tribes tried to ensure the preservation of

their individual cultural identities, and the xenophobia of

mistrusting and purposely alienating the unfamiliar to protect

oneself, must become obsolete and archaic impulses if the

African continent is to survive as a unified and multicultural
whole.

The ending of Death and the Kinq's Horseman is ambivalent.

Are the deaths of Olunde and the Elesin Oba tragic or wasteful?

Does Olunde's sacrifice come in time to save the Yoruba world

from being "set adrift and its inhabitants...lost" or has the

son also missed that "moment of the night" (Horseman 62-63)?

The playwright, stresses the premise that Elesin's death comes

too late, but refuses to announce whether Olunde,s comes in
time. The death of Olunde appears to be tragic because it is
premature, and his father's subseguent suicide is tragic due

to the lost potential: shrouded in shame the Elesin,s death is
a weak duplicate of his intended fate. Soyinka avoids

clarifying the closing tableau, but this mournful prison cell
is a conspicuously long rray from the celebration of the

marketplace; the. predicted festival of rebirth has become the

hopeless eleg-y for the death of the community. Iyaloja
venerates Olunde, but gives no indication that his act has

accomplished more than shaming Elesin:
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There ries the honour of your household and of our race.
Because he could not bear to ret honour fry out of doors,he stopped it with his life. The son -has proved thefather Elesin, and there is nothing reft in youlr mouth tognash but infant gtrms. (Horseman 25)

As the Praise-singer proclaims, ,'what the end will be, we are
not gods to tell, " and the audience is left, alongside the
Yoruba, anxiousry uninformed of the fate of the Earth:

Ngr-forget the_ dead, forget even the riving. Turn yourmind only to the unborn. (Horseman 75_761

The praywright's ambivalence serves the purpose of retaining
a glirnmer of hope for the audience, a dramatic requirement that,
becomes increasingly important as this study progresses. rf
the ending is purely tragic, few will be motivated to emulate
the actions of the brave and committed. olunde. rf the ending
is too optimistic, again few will be d.istressed. sufficiently
to answer the calr of sociar responsibirity in these dark
times. To accomplish his morarising objective, soyinka rests
on the fence of ambivalence and focuses his readers, attention
on the uncertain future to spurn their apathy and solicit their
sense of public duty.

These two tragedies are steeped. in themes of a

fundamentalry poritical nature, and as one critic lucidly
concrudes, their overarr impact on their readers is startlingry
revolutionarys

tIn The-strgqg qreedl the more radicat effecr of the sightof the crucified Eman on the villagers and their desertionof their leaders imply that, within the local context, anestabrished order has been disturbed by a world-changingact and wilr never be the s€rme again: an effect achieved.
Pv -th" pararler substitution ind adoption of sacredburdens by olunde in the later pray Deat]h and the Kinq,s
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tlorseman....the violent alteration of the ritual patternimmediately impoverishes the future to which it admitspassage by eating up an important dimension of thatfuture: the hearing figure -himself, whose free mindanticipates and berongs to a progressive hereafter but whois ironically forced to become the sacrifice which allowsit to take place. rn both plays, what should be the endis used up as fuel for the means, and the future arrivesempty. (wrighr 56 )

These two plays dramatise Soyinka's driving motivation to force
the acceptance of just, humane and ribertarian interests by the
"monsters" wielding serf-serving and corrupt power. rn the
fifteen years of Nigerian independence and soyinka,s writing
career to which these two prays respond, the pralnrright has

remained dissatisfied with the structures of modern rearity
which he finds unnacceptable. He feels compelled as an

artistr ds a Nigerian, as an African, and as a rnan to enjoin
his listeners to act out their roles in fashioning the shape

of a new society. rn the two powerfur tragedies The strong
Breed and Death and the King,s Horseman, soyinka invites his
readers to think, to doubt, to guestion, to respond, to revise,
and to redesign their societies according to stronger
humanitarian impulses .





CIIAPTER TWO: TI{E POLITICAL FARCES

The poremics of soyinka,s tragedies are significantly
amplified in the two overtly politicar plays Madmen and

Specialists and A play of Giants. In these two political
farces, the playw'right attempts to raise the engagement of his
audience to a new height, unprecedented in his career. As

events in his country, and on his cont,inent, began to provoke
fresh artistic responses which sacrificed aesthetics for
unhindered communication, soyinka altered his creative approach
to meet the new demands of committed drama, and substantiatly
subordinated his plays' tragic plots and veils of fiction to
stress his political themes, these plays, most important
dynamic. whire both Madmen and specialists and A prav of
Giants contain the technicar requirements of tragedy, these two
dramas function principalry as fierce satires, and provide
evidence of soyinka's modifications. Both prays are atlpical
of soyinka's standard form of yoruba tragedy, as defined in his
essay "The Fourth stage, " in which the ',tragic experience is
undergone by...ohe protagonist" who sacrifices himself for the
communal good of his peopre. There is no ,sense of anguish

57
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[which] originates from the severence of gods from peopre and

of people from their true essences. " The common deveropment

in soyinka's tragic drama from "self-ignorance to serf-
knowredge" is conspicuousry absent from these plays (Katrak
154). whire Madmen and specialists, and its veritable sequer

A Pray of Giants, published just over a dozen years later, are

'irregrrlarities' in the playwright's career if one interprets
Soyinka only through the magnifier of Mrrth, Literature and the
African world, these works can onry be described as exemprary

in the context of this study. Both prays continue the
praywright's efforts to bring "corrupt power into collision
with humane interestsr " which soyinka initiated with The strong
Breed and Kongi's Harvest, and notably sustained in ',This past

Must Address its Present,, (Gibbs 99).

rn order to understand the first of these two prays,
Madmen and speciarists, it is helpfut to familiarise oneserf
with the developments in Nigeria during the decade which
preceded its publication. When Nigeria attained j-ndependence

in 1950, and the coloniar administration finally left, it
became apparent that a consequence of its long presence was the
paralysis of any developing indigenous socioeconomic and

political structures. For the first six years of its
autonomy, the new Nigerian administration struggred to unify
the nation through a series of failed democratic experiments

that ended with the collapse of Balewa,s constitutionar
government and the installation of military rule in 1g65. The
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population was divided by their support of the three regional
based political parties fighting for federal control: the
Northern Peopres' congress, the Action Group, and the National
Council of Nigerian Citizens. The third. group,s frustrated
attempts to secure equal representation for the Igbo of Eastern
Nigeria eventuarly led to the planned secession of their
region, Biafra, which hatched the tragic civil war that lasted
from June I L967 until January I Lg7o. Atthough he had been

very critical of the abuses of power and privitege under the
civilian administration, soyinka became a spokesman for the
people as he tried to expose the far more severe viorations
during the rnilitary era. Just prior to the escalation of
tensions' Soyinka responded to the critical events which were
ushering in the civir war, by attempting to organise a Third
Movement, which proposed peace negotiations between the rebel
group and the federar government. To strike up a dialog-ue
between the warring factions, soyinka met with ojukwu, the
rebel leader, and discussed the possibitity of an alternative
to war. In August I L96'l , soon after this meeting, the
praywright was detained by the federal government, accused of
treason and of allegedly purchasing weapons for the seceding
Biafrans. rrnprisoned for twenty-seven months--twenty-four of
which were spent in solitary confinement--soyinka was never
taken to triar or fo:nnarly charged with anything. For
soyinka, these years of sadistic military dictatorship and

civir war represent ,,Nigeria,s darkest noment" (Maduakor 220).



The germination of his anti-\rar pray Madmen and speciarists
rikely occurred during his incarceration at Kaduna, as both a

response to his country,s debasement and a personal catharsis
of the rancour and despair of his imprisonment.

rt is guite appropriate to make the transition between
chapters with Madmen and specialists since it has much in
conmon with the rater pray, already considered, Death and the
King's Horseman. The two plays share an impressive facirity
with figurative and arrusive language, although the earlier
pray about the civir war is characterised by more obscure and
esoteric diction. Likewise, in keeping with both of the prays
previously discussed, Madmen and Specialists dramatises the
difficult relationship between a son and his father, and has
puzzred and challenged critics to comprehend its rather
erusive, expressionistic meaning. The prot follows the return
of Doctor Bero, his father and four wound.ed men from the war
zone to the doctor's village surgery. Bero's sister, si Bero,
has been reft in charge of the house and the crinic, and has
nranaged to rook after things with the aid of tvro old
herbalists, rya Agba and rya Mate, who have directed her to
restructure the surgery based on tribar remedies, and firl the
house to overflowing with medicinar plants, herbs and roots.
Both Bero and bis father, ord r.Ian, have undergone drastic
transformations as a result of their war experiences; indeed,
so have the Mendicants. Bero has abandoned his medical
vocation for a high ranking position with rrl.iJ-itary
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rntelligence, and old Ivlan has been prosecuted f or his
subversive acts against the status quo. The four disabled.

men, Aafaa, Blindman, cripple and Goyi, have been dispatched.

to bring the incarcerated father to the surgery, as Bero bends

the rures to postpone his father,s execution. All this
activity has already taken place when the drama opens, and

quick-paced action gets undemay as si Bero, supported by the
old women, tries to interfere with old Man,s captivity. Bero

interrogates his father with respect to his crimes,
particularly his mysterious doctrine of ,,As, ,, and the
Mendicants, in their collective rore as demented chorus,

comrnent on and participate in the activity in the clinic until
Bero is driven to patricide at the same instant as the Earth
mothers, the old herbarists, set fire to their healthy
collection of naturopathic correctives to prevent them falling
into Bero's evil hands. The lights fade on this rnaddened

apocallptic scene as the Mendicants franticly chant their song

of "As. "

Madmen and Specialists has been variously described as ',a

fearful study of the corruption of mankind" (Banham L2s), ,Er

first hand document of the degrading and vicious effects of
war" (Gowda L67r, "the breakest perspective on tyranny that one

finds in soyinka.'s work of this period" (Dameron Jr. 65), and

one critic directly praises the play,s "brilliance and bite and.

sheer virtuosity" (ryengar 13). Many critics discuss the
rnesmerising, infective nature of Madmen and specialists and
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refer to the way that
the play literally forces itself on one,s consciousness,urging on9 t9 grasp it, to .experience it in its entirety,to find the key to a chest one feels must be overfrowiirgwith treasure. (Ogundele 43)

Another critic discusses

Ithe] coirs of teasing suggestiorr... Ithe] spirars ofsinister significancer... Iand thel frightening -vistas offuture possibirity that both intriguL and -fascinate.
(Iyengar 14)

The play provides no answers to these curious queries through
its direct exposition, so readers are left to struggle with
the play's overwhelming matrix of different levels of reality
and meaning. on the surface the pray is a hirarious farce,
but this acerbic humour merely constitutes and disguises a

"nihilistic view in which humour preserves sanity but edges

aside despair" (Gibbs 101). This tlpe of absurd but biting
brack comedy is present in both of the plays already exanined:
specificarly in the scenes with the pilkingses, and generally
in the absurdity of transplanting British pomp to Nigeria in

; and in the following exchange

from The Stronq Breed:

[A GirI comes in view, 
_ dragging an effigy by a ropeattached to one of its tegs. - sne stand.J- fof a whi-legazing at Eman. rfada, who has crept back shyry to hisaccustomed position, becomes sornewhaCexcited whlen he seesthe effigy. The Girr is unsniling. she possesses infact, a kind of inscrutabirity which does iot make herhard but is. unsettling. lGirl: Is the teacher ini

EmanIsniling]: No.
Girl: Where is he gone?
Eman: I don,t really know. Shat1 I ask?Gj-rl: Yes, do.
Eman[turning srightly]: sunma, a girr outside wants toknow. - - [sunma turns away, goes into the inside roomj
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Eman: oh [Returns to the Girl, but his slight gaiety islostl There is no one at home who can i.ell-me.GirI: Why are you not in?
Eman: r don't iearly know. Maybe r went somewhere.Girl: All right. r will wait until you get back. (pravs1 118)

Despite this link through absurdism and black humour, Madmen

and speciarists initialty seems foreign to the soyinkan canon,

but the play's development can clearly be traced. as having
evolved from the continuum of soyinka,s ever-darkening
skeptical vision.

The topic of Madmen and specialists is war, ,'the macabre

human comedy" (ryengar 8); its direct targets, the Nigerian
civir war and Yakubu Gowon,s enduring military dictatorship of
the post-war 

"... This corrupt administration symbolises our
incontravertible human degeneracy and the recurring phenomenon

of war epitomises humanity,s tragic history. Bxploring the
spiritual, psychic and physicar effects on those exposed to the
rrar, soyinka pessimisticalry points to the ultimate
dehumanisation, and sacrifice of essentiar values that wars
bring about. Drawing on his own personal and emotional
experience, he examines "the meaning of war, or the meaning of
the non-meaning of erar, " and compels his audience to
refo:murate its perspectives, based on the content of his play
(Johnson 27r.

The full foice of soyinka,s personal trauma is dramatised
through the six male characters--of the seven in the play--who
have been to the battlefront, "the seventh outpost of herlr,,
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aand returned seriously deranged. A priest has become

selfish epileptic parrot; a frugal and ,,nobrer,' old. gentreman,

"the very best" of men, has turned into an obsessed, cynicar,
misanthropic, brutarly logical, socratic "madman',1 and worst
of alr, a "handsome and courageous" humanitarian, a medicar
practitioner, has degenerated into his diametric oppositer €rn

indifferent, power-hungry and delinquent, scientific
persecutor, the "Specialist', (Madmen 32_33). The fitful
demonic forces which old Man identifies as the controrring
forces in the worrd, have been finally praced in a position of
pennanent tyranny by the war. one of the war-torn Mendicants,
the ex-pastor Aafaa, who suffers from st. vitus' spasms,

describes his traumatising experience "out there,' at the moment,

of "the blast":
They tor{ me up t_here yhen it began, that it was somethingpsy-cho-lo-gi-ca1. something Lo do with arr the thingJhappening-around me, and the iarrow escape r had.. rt,snot so bad now. r stilr remember the fiist time. r wasstanding there just like this, bressing a group of sixjust about to go off. They were kneeiing-beiore me.Then--we1l, r can't say r hea-rd the noise .t- arr, becauser was deaf for the next ho'r. so, this thing happened,no signal, no nothing. six men kneeling in tiont'-ot me,the next_-moment t!"y \rere gone. Disapp6area, just fik;that - That was when r begJn to shake-.' luaamen- 5e;

soyinka brings to this play the anti-war convictions that
occasioned his imprisonnent, and exposes war at its most
senseless and. irrational, its most destructive and
dehumanising.

In response to the enorinous massacre and waste of human

lifer old Man reverts to his swiftian rogic and reinvents the
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philosophy of "As, " the rear focus which motivates soyinka,s
assault on war. "As" is a new name for an old monstrosity
with which soyinka has long been familiar. Maduakor arg-ues

that in The strong Breed Eman, "himserf a burnt offering on

the artar of custom, is a victim of As " (229,) . Born of the
rerigious rnetaphor, and parodying the diction of the christian
riturgy, soyinka creates this new fitting label for the
justification of oppression, exploitation, totalit,arianism,
sociar injustice, and opportunistic expediency. one critic
carries the religious significance much farther, aptry
describing the elusive essence of "As"3

Let us stop worshipping God as Jehovah, as christ (in hisvarious schismatic transformations), as Allah, as' siva,and so oni and let us start acknowredging thetransformation process itserf: As. As is older- thin anyof the religions and their priesthoods, and is each one,iinner dlmamic. . .As today is art the other parts of thesystem: poritical and economic orthodo:<y, lcience, thelaw, the judiciary, the arts. As is, in-fact, hegemony:the deveropment of the institutions of the statespecifically-to-keep _the elite in power, to perpetuate thepower base of the ruling class. letherton iSei
Although this religious significance is strongry supported by
the play's action, Gates identifies a very different source
for "As, " in one of wallace stevens, theoreticar poems, written
in the late nineteen-forties (Brack 2). The crlptic and

complicated poem ',An Ordinary Evening in New Haven,,, deals with
the nature of pgetry and the artist,s role in society, and

prays with the elusive meanings of language. stevens also
reveals some concern with the images of power and authority,
and the tensions between illusion and d.isirlusion, appearance
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and reality, in the poem. The explicit link between stevens,
poem and Soyinka's play comes from their shared transformation
of the term of equivalence, "asr " into a noun. we find an

example in the following exerpt:

More harassins *."t"1 *:Iio"ilili;o'r""
Subtler, mgre urgent proof that the theory
Of poetry is the theory of life,
As it is, in the intricate evasions of as,rn things seen and unseen, created from nothingness
The heavens, the helrs, the worrds, the tongedrfor land.s
(Stevens 349)

While these vrriters undoubtedly share many similar interests,
the meanings of the term 'as' in the two works have little in
common, but Gates may be correct in identifying this source

for Soyinka,s linguistic trick.
As one reads Madmen and speciarists and searches for the

exact meaning of uAs, n it becomes increasingly apparent that
on the stage in stockhorm, soyinka was again assairing the
doctrines of "Asr " and that this entire thesis is specificalry
an examination of the playwright,s lifelong dedication to
dismantling the existing systems of uAs.' Gowon,s Nigeria and

apartheid south Africa are systems constructed on the
foundations of "As.,, In the play, the philosophy,s creeds
have yet to be devised by Bero, but the features of trAs,, are
"already manifest: impersonal brutality, barrenness,
intorerance of dissent, and deification of the self consequent
upon a totar disberief in any superior power, immanent or
transcendent', (Ogundele 51) . Without too much difficulty,
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readers should be able to recognise that the cult of ,,As,,

refers to no fictionar philosophy, but the 'rear-life,
practices of tyrants arl over the globe. The inhuman Dr.
Bero, the man who has become a monster, represents the
counterpart of such dictators and the reality of ,'As n

personified; to protect the group interests of the military
cartel, this man is willing to renounce alr filiat bonds and

murder his father. This thoroughly mechanical system is
devoid of any of the human weaknesses associated with social
beings, and this is the specific characteristic or flaw that
Soyinka wishes to reform. The playwright identifies his
politicar ideology as that of a revolutionary humanist
sociarist, which can onry be at odds with the self-perpetuating
systems of "As. ',

old ltan rediscovers "As" upon realising the extent of
Bero's metamorphosis caused by his contamination at the front.
rn an effort to save his boy, old Man desires to shock the
war:nongers who have indoctrinated his son with the true nature
of their inhuman deeds. ord Man abandons his d.aughter at the
surgery' and secures a position with the military

h91p-tingl the wounded readJust to the pieces and remnantsof their.bodies. !hy"ica1ly. reacfrtingl them to makebaskets if they stirr had fingers. ro uie their mouthsto p1y needles if they had- nbne, or use it to sing iftheir vocal chords had not been shot away. Teach[ing]them to anuse themselves, make something of thernselves.
(Madmen 37)

old Man uses this position to carry out his subversion of
Bero's regime, and instead teaches the casuarties that they
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have been the victirns of a senseress war, prompting them to
turn their troubled minds away from their individual calamities
to the elites' undoing of the entire society. To these
disenfranchised, old Man exposes the philosophy of ,As,, that
insists that 'All creeds and dogmas that enslave the mi.nd of
man are born of As... Ialong with] arr excuses for man,s
violation of moral codes, (Maduakor 231). with their newry
acquired prudence, his gang will be ready for a circus tour
that will lampoon and expose the amorarity of the higher-ups
to the whole worrd. The most powerfur thrust of ord Man,s
attempt to topple the status quo comes from his insistence that
cannibarism be legalised. According to old Man,s logic, since
war brutalises the hurnan sour'and the opportunists in Bero,s
system succeed by feeding off and drawing power from their
fellow human beings, then those in power shourd recognise the
carnage caused by their tenets and counter the waste of human
flesh in the onry way they can--by eating it. Managing to
infiltrate their headquarters, old Man substitutes human fresh
for one of the leaders' meals and forces them to face the
reality of war by revearing to thern their phirosophy of ',As. ,,

Bero reports:

rt was no brain-chird of mine. we thought it was a joke.
'll 

bless t-he mgat, he said. And then--As was theBeginningr_. As i", Now, As Ever shalr be...worldwithout,. ..we said Amen wittr a straight tace and sat dovrnto eat. Then, aftemards...lUaamei f6y
Parodying the christian comnunion where the ceribrant
symbolically ingests christ,s body and brood, old Man invites
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the sadistic militarists to devour human flesh and truly enter
their subhuman rearm of bestiarity. unfortunately, the
leaders recognise cannibalism as a means of securing their
power over the rest of the society, and take up the habit
without hesitation, but also without acknowredging their
barbarity and malevolence

soyinka's entire ptay mocks the tendency of these mere
mortals to fancy themselves gods and reign over the rest of
their societies, deciding who lives and who dies. rn Madmen

and specialists, soyinka satirises the practices of the keepers
of "Asr " by having his Mendicants act out torture sessions,
sham trials, brackrnail, whirnsical executions, and J-egisratures
populated by indifferent and absentee members (Madmen lr, L4_

15' 26, 60, 65-66). The praywright pe::urits the motley have-
nots to parody the corruption and dishonesty of rniritary juntas
who insincerely clairn:

rn -a yay y9u rray call us wultures. we clean up the messmade by orhers. The popgrace shourd ue-giileiit to. oo=presence. [He turns sl0wly round. ] tf ihere is anyonehere rho-d:::^lol, .ppr."y; us, Jujt say so and we guit.[His hand makes the -motion of hirt-ariwing oui a gun. ]r mean, we are not here because we like it-. we stay atimmense sacrifice to ourserves, our leisure, our aesires,vocationr,specialization, etcetera, etcetera. The moment,you sayr Gor -we...-[He gives another inspection alr ,oora,smiles broadly and-turns to the others.l They insist westay. (Madmen 11)

soyinka has old.Man persistently withhord the meaning of the
curt of nAs" despite Bero,s aggressive insistence on knowing,
in order to induce serious consideration of the questioning by
both Bero and the audience. soyinka dramatises the particurar
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t11pes of subterfuge that dictators employ to manipulate their
populationss providing to anyone wirling, who is a particular
menace, the means necessary to escape an unbearabre life:

Bero .Just no\rr r came through that room of herbs, rsaw something I recognized.
old !ran- something to sap the mind? or destroy italtogether?
Bero. It- depends on the dose. I brought you some.

[He brings some berries frorn his focr6ts ind dropsthem gentry over the otd Man's nea'a.1 it-yoo everget. tired ald yo_u feer you need a nightcap- like acertain ancient 
-Gr_eek, 

you were so fonl of -quoting,
just soak a handfut of them in water. (Madm6n 61) -

The adherents of 'As" are best characterised by the forrowing
testimony to their inhumanity, delivered by the specialist Bero
to his father, shorn of any human sentiment (note soyi-nka,s
adept diction which could be associated with either of Bero,s
vocations ) :

To m9 you are s_unerr another organism, another mourd orstrain under the rens. sometimes a strain provesmalignant and it becomes dangerous to continue with it.rn such a case there is onry ohe thing to do...Even r haveno control over accidents.- (Madrnen 6i)
rronically, the diabolicar specialist,s chitdish and pitiless
prying for the explanation of "Asr, ord Man,s supposedry
subversive threat, is ultimately foiled because Bero fails ever
to recognise that the doctrine embodies his own credo-

when the protagonist of Madmen and speciarists finarry
appears on stage at the beginning of the play,s.,,part frror,,
his first utterince refers to a temporar concern: ,,Did you
take my watch" (Madmen 45). Although substantialry down_
played in this drama, soyinka d.oes toy with the sanne issues of
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past, present and future which are central to his Yoruba world

view, as expressed in The Stronq Breed and Death and the King's

Horseman. A reader of Madmen and Specialists has even greater

difficulty locating his/her temporal frame of reference than

he/she did with The Strong Breed with all its flashbacks.

Ti:ne in the later play is deliberately undefined; the fluid
perspective continually swims back and forth. The dramatic

action is contained within a "cruel present" which recalls no

past and envisages no future, but fulfills a perpetual present

of all times in human history: wartime. Human beings have

never succeeded in abating their bestial and barbaric

qualities, and specifically preserve these vestiges of
predation and aggression in rrannongering regimes like Bero's.

AII the achievements of civilisation are nullified by the

continuing practice of war. Despite the power and supremacy

which human beings clairn from "bending Nature to... [their]
willr " our history demonstrates iteratively and depressingly

that we refuse to learn from our mistakes and will always

repeat, our errors. The cult of 'As' subsumes this
timelessness in its application: "As Was the Beginning, As is,
Now, As Ever shall be, World Without" (U4dmen 73). The

pennanent presence of the practitioners of such beliefs as ',the

end...Justify[ing] the meanness" is assured by Old l{an, when

he sentences history to its hopeless cycle, and humanity to its
degeneracy in the play,s most, forlorn statementss ',There is
but one constant in the life of the system and that constant
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is AS"i "As doesn't change" (Madmen 72, 62)- There appears

to be no hope that people will change and abandon the cruelty

that they practise upon one another, because the Presence of

hope depends upon tj:ne to provide the opportunity for reform.

Future prospects look so grim that Soyinka refuses to chalLenge

his readers to "Turn...[their] rnind[s] only to the unborn";

instead, he drags them to humanity's nadir of despair and

abandons them on the eve of Armageddon. While rejecting any

bald warning, the play manages to imply that the time for cool

selfishness and procrastination has past, the last chance for

init,iating change and recovery has arrived.

Despite the absence of a closing caution, the language of

Madmen and Specialists is used as effectively as the physical

activity, to evoke the suffering, chaos and despondency of the

Civil War setting. The impact which Soyinka plans for his

audience is not one accomplished exclusively by the wasteland

setting and the shell-shocked victims. Katrak points to some

relevant couunents made in regard to The Man Diedr Soyinka's

prison memoirr where the playwright reveals that his aim in

manipulating language

Iis] to arrest the ears of the nomally complacent people.
Yle must make sure r,re explode something inside
them... [language is to be used] as a weapon... [which will]
conmence the process of a moral outrage [within people].
(Katrak 157)

This key quotation emphasises the explicitly political nature

of Soyinka's goal in writing. Yet, preferring to avoid

didacticism, he reveals such motivations subtly in his artistic
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sound effects, connotations or even vag"ue suggestions and harf-
rneanings are more powerful for the plalnrright,s purposes, than
any precise meanings of words. As one astute critic observes,
"the patterns of word association demonstrate both the
limitations of words as containers of reality and their power
as evokers of reality,, (Johnson 30). This skeptical and
skillfur playfulness is most evident in the terse, crlptic
dialect of ord Man and the Mendicants. passages animate much
of the play's action where the speakers creverry dismantre
words and phrases and initiate rong streams of seerningly
senseless references as in Aafaa,s alphabetising (Madmen 4l_
43) and in old Man's ringuistic masterpiecer €rs he mocks the
doctrinists of 'Asn and. condenns the Mendicants:

Practise, practise, practise... on the cyst in thesystem- -you_cystr you cystr you sprint i:,, tne a*oe,of arrogance, the dog -in a,isnc,'tick'of a t"r"ti", thetick in- poritics_, -itt" mock- oi democracy, the mar ofmarxism, a tic of the -fanatic, the boo in-'guaJhirr, theham in Mohammed, the dash in-tne--criss-cro"" oi christ,a dot on the.l 0f ego an ass in mass, the ash in ashram,a boot in kibbutz, tne pee -of priesdnooa, Trr"J""p"" ofperfect priesthood, o1 how^-oi." you raise yourhindquarters you _dog of dogrna'.nJl."t tne scent of yourexistenc:_gn.!1e_ ra:n!-posr 6f oestiny you HoLE rN THE ZEROOE' NOTHINGI (l,tadmen -ZG 
)

This powerful vilification amusingry exposes the fund.amentar
flaws of so many philosophies, but most importantry satirises
the violent supeiiority of nAsn and its agents. soyinka also
employs language as an identification signal by carefurry
contrasting the pecuriar language of ord Man and his discipres,
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Earth Mothers, the insensitive, verbose, and meaningress
chatter of the priest, and the harsh, viorent, arrogant,
staccato of Dr. Bero.

Behind all this diarog,ue is an intrinsic suspicion of
language born of the empty erection manifestoes and inane
poritical speeches of the masters of rigmarore and rhetoric:
the politicians. Language has been degraded and made
meaningless through its perpetual mani-pulation by the
hlpocriticar "Big Braids. " Too often, language has prayed a
vitar role in the oppression of hunanity and. has conceared
behind its poritical rhetoric the "smoke. smoke-screen...The
pious pronouncements. Manifestoes. Charades. At the
bottom of it arr humanity choking in silencen (Madmen 31, 64).
Meaningful and fulfirting d.iarogue is not needed in this
community, where words like ,,Duty, n ,,Choicer,, ,,Truthr,, and
"historical necessityr,' have rost atl trace of their
conventionar meanings (Madmen 11, 39, L4, G9). Language and
clear communication have both falren victin to the system of
'As" and the dialogue of is a form of
prot'est and lament for the corruption of the medium of
soyinka's art, and the fundamental vehicle of individual
political expresFion.

soyinka charges the roles of his Mendicants, the chief
agents of protest in the play, with heavy politicar importance.
Their operation as a group throughout the pray corresponds to
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the corlective mentarity of the oppressed as these four
deformed men represent the general population, the
disinherited, the wretched of the Earth. Their d.issatisfied
compraining poses no serious threat to Bero and his power

elite, and the unfortunate vagrants are little more than the
cannon fodder of "As." As swift does in Gurriver,s Travbrs,
soyinka portays, through the Mendicants, no more than

"grotesque caricatures of normal forms and behaviour, " and

invites his readers to recognise their kinship with these

tramps. while the references to ',Ioathsome toad.s" and 'broken
worlns " may falsely reassure the audience that the wound.ed

beggars are subhuman, the pralnrrright ceaselessly tilts his
mirror at their human counterparts in front of the stage. As

Johnson convincingly argues

The Mendicants... operate as a central metaphor, bringingtogether two patterns evident in soyinka,j other woirsithe concept that the physicarly deprived possessextraordiT..y powers of peiception or expression incompensation (the beggar in rhe swamp owerlers, sekoniin The rnterprgterg, fiurano i@ mutireq9 a personif ication of a morffict, ria"-"preaddisease (the lepers in sgason of Anomv, the arbino i-n rnernterpreters, and rfada in The strong Breed). (Johnson IEf
Aafaa, Goyi, Blindman and crippre are stock soyinkan characters
who expose and ridicule humanity for its weakest traits. rn
their speech, these "underdogs" confirm their id.entification
with the masses. Aafaa laments: nuntir the nirrions start
rolling in, we better not neglect the pennies. ,, Blindrnan
mumbles: ."when things go wrong it,s the lowest people who get
it first. " cripple animates the old criche with renewed
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be choosers"; and Aafaa refers
grudgingry to the "conspiracy of the elite,' (Madmen 52, 60, g,

13, 38, 44). They long for the democracy of ,,Ancient Athensr,,
and deride patriotism. Even the opening scene of Madmen and
speci-arists reinforces their metaphorical rore by having the
wastrers begging and gambting in an attempt to improve their
status. Their activity attests to the berief that ,,lives and
even parts of rives can indeed be lost in games of chancer,,
such as war (Johnson 2g). The hilarious ryrics to their
demented songs contain messages of social relevance and the
true absurdity of their characters becomes evident: why are
they so prayfur and happy? soyinka praces his gangrers in an
ambiguous position between "sickness and health, sanity and
insanity, past and present, the real and the surrear,, in order
to accurately represent the various comprexions of the
disinherited masses (Johnson 2g).

Thus, while Aafaa, Goyi, cripple, and Brindman each hawe
their idiosYncracies, their interest as independent characters
pales in comparison to their impact as a group. The latter
three Mendicants share a corlectivist mentarity and are
slightly more concerned with protecting each other fron attack,
protecting Si Bero, and protecting Old Man. These three are
virtually anon]rqous characters in a system that permits them
to express no individuality. However, Aafaa constantry tries
to separate himserf from the motrey crew and assert his
individuarism by aspiring toward the positions herd by Bero and
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his father. The system alrows them no voice and crippre is
nearry executed for his attempt to air his views by insisting
"r have a question. " Finally, the Mendicants, position in
society is corroborated by their situation on stage as they
move from the middle level down to the cellar and remain there.
These lowlifes appropriately crawl around the depressed area
of the stage.

on the other hand, the Earth mothers, rya Agba and rya
Mate, remain in their hut on the stage's higher level, and onry
descend to the middle lever at the play,s crimax to dispatch
their pot of embers into the herbal store. These t\do
characters occupy positions akin to that of ryaloja in the
later pray: they embody the whoresomeness which the other
characters in Madmen and speciarists rack. As the forlowing
stage directions reveal, the old women will not even risk
contaminating their purity through any contact with the
contemptible lowlifes :

tlhe Mendicants rook at one another, begin to beat timewith rhem, then Join the singing i; ; ;il";;r; cynicaltone- The women stop, anazed ind offended. The oldwomen fold their annsf retire deeper into the hut whireSi Bero dashes out, furious.l (Madnen lg)
rf the masses, symborized by the Mendicants, pose no threat to
Bero's cruel administration, these Earth mothers provide the
only serious opposition to its dominance. Theirs is an
organic threatl €r mysterious cult which is beyond the
destructive capacities of Bero (Madmen 5?). They assert the
arcane truths of traditional African wisdom, less harshly and
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The Stronq Breed and

Following Eman's membership in the ,,strong breedr,, Bero
is an exceptional individuar capabre of directing his
conmunity's future, but the link is fairry tenuous since Bero
is motivated solely by selfishness and power-lust. The Earth
urothers oppose Bero with their evocation of a correctivist
deter:urinistic order, and share some characteristics with the
fatalistic public duty of Jag-una and Orogre, Eman,s opposition
in The Strong Breed. However, the old \romen enlist the
support' rather than the guestioning doubt, of the authorial
stance' and the order represented by rya Agba and rya Mate is
intrinsically ress destructive and dogmatic. They cheri_sh the
secrets of the Earth's perpetual renewal, and their finar act
of revenge constitutes a purification rituar, a confragration
which returns the med.icinar herbs and roots to the Earth,
beyond Bero's grasp. rn the end, soyinka shrouds their
strength and infruence in ambivarence as one wonders whether
the fire is prophetic of an urtimate triunph of Nature over
"Asr' or whether one should trust their disirlusioned words:

rya Agba r'1r not be a tool in their hands, not inthis ripe state--Not Too much has falren in theirhands arready, it,s time to iir.e it r."r.. ---r'ney 
spaton my hands when r herd them out bearing gifts.Have y.ou ever known it diff;rentzrya Mate. !e hoped this rnight b;:--'rya Agba'^Hope is dead, r iust defend what is mi_ne. orler it die arso. Let it b;-Jeltroyea. (Madmen 57)
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can one really endorse the triumph of these ord women, in right
of such statements and the play,s implied assertion that good
and evir must coexist: neither Bero nor the Earth mothers have
sufficient power to defeat the other? yet, there can be
little doubt regarding the location the playwright's

Mate, Soyinka issYmpathies. Through Iya Agaba and

affirming his belief that
traditionar cultures that obse:rre, cerebrate and abide bythe rhythms of nature have 

"r, o.!.rric and i""_-,rrrirrgpotentiar for defving and over*rheiring at;";;t:- 1o.*".orr,Jr. 65 )

The treatment of $romen in the three prays examined thus
far has varied significantly, but arises from a clear rine of
development. While the old women in
represent soyinka's healthy and positive femare stereotlpe,
which involves maternar instincts tied to the playwright,s
concept of social responsibirity, si Bero is the victim of the
same sexist exploitation endured by suruna, omae, the Bride and
Jane Pilkings. The audience is introduced to si Bero amid. the
disrespectful jeers of the Mendicants, and is soon presented
with the obJect of her anticipation, her patronising brother
Bero who refuses to take her seriously. The most graring
demonstration of si Bero,s oppression comes in the scene with
the priest- This paragon of conservatism openry admits his
estirnation of the sister as innatery less capable than the
brother:

of

rya

Priest I,ve suf fered frorn ury old complaint, youknow, mv boy, but r can su?fer .-iittr" longer..Si Bero. paslorr-you know r offeiea t";:..
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Priest. Not quite the s€une lh1rg, you_ng lady, not quitethe same thing. The doctor used io make thoseextracts with his own hand and...si Bero. rt was the same one he made before he left.Priest. No Dor I could tell tn" ai*"rl-rr.". Oh y€sr Icould tell.
Si- Bero. It was the same.Priest. Good of you to try, but no.

make it the same. I could
(Madmen 33)

The men in the scene continuousry interrupt si Bero, and revear
their prejudiced appraisal of her opinions as bound to be
triviar. The pralnrright's slrnrpathies are clearry aligned with
si Bero, and his satire bites hard on both Bero and the priest.
The association of women with soyinka,s sense of pubric duty
and his opposition to tyranny, has raised the significance of
the female roles in his plays.

Madmen and speciarists arso shares with the two other
plays the odd reference to the dubious position of the
strangier. since all of the characters call the setting of
this play home, there are technicarry, no outsiders and no
colonialists in the drama. However, the Mendicants assume
this vacated rore as the disenfranchised, and are made to feer
like strang'ers in their ohrn land. Blinrrrnan, s lengthy and
parroted speech is the most conspicuous rnanifestation of this
theme in the anti-war play, next to the insulting lyrics of the
satirical song "Visit of the First Lady to the Home,for the de_
balled" (Madmen 5o-ss;. soyinka uranipulates Blindman into a
parody of coroniarist pretensions, European preJudices, raciar
hatred, and the habit of dehumanising the other:

You just didn't
tell the difference.

What we have, we hold. What though the wind of change
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is bl0wing over this entire continent, our principres andtraditions--yes, must be mainiiinea. For we arethreatened, y"", we are indeed threatened. Excuse me,please, but we are entitled to rnatch you history forhistory to the nearest nart-rniiii"" sours. Look at thehordes, r improas you.. They stint<. They eat garlic.what on earth have-we in .orr'or, ,itn them?.-..rf we don,tstop them no\tr, who knows but it may be our turn nextmoment' 

^ 
r ask you, dg you want to -wake 

"p r,"raered inyour beds?...oh, well, tg-ok, 
"i.i"iry uet*ee-rr]-o-o .na, R€rall it boils down to is this--woura-yoo want your d.aughtermarried to one of them?...n"p"-i" more natural to themthan marriage... The brack ;:;";; i" 

""--t-it"-"t of myfather's imagination. Look here...nave you ever had theexperience of watching them--urelaa 1r.tad*er, 
-zol

soyinka's exproration of this theme of the stranger in these
three plays irrevocably defines tribalism as not solely an
African problem. Every popuration,s feerings of nationarism,
racism, class consciousness, and even royarty are attributabre
to the fear of the unfamiriar which generates tribarism.
cord war, the otympics discrimination, preJudice and the
unit courd not survive without tribarisn. rt is a fundamentar
tool for serf-preservation which protects independent curtures,
but it also fuels the selfish opportunism of ,As.,

severar critics have comprained of the absence of yoruba

The

family

proverbs'and masquerades in , and have
identified it as

Soyinka,s plays"
"the most Western and the least African of

(McCartney 50G). Free from the traditional
trappings of The Strong Breed and
Horseman, this play has prompted some critics to delight in
discussions of its "universality.,, The point that they are
missing is. that this conununity disprays the least amount of
'African-ness' and the least affinity to the yoruba worrd view,
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not because Soyinka is aiming for,,universal,'appeal, but

because the playrv'right is dramatising a specif ic type of
depraved community, characterised by a deficiency in
appreciation for its cultural heritage. This play is only
mildly concerned with the interconnectedness of past, present

and future because so few in this society care for the yoruba

world view. In fact, there is plenty in the play to anchor

it to African soil, but these references are more closely
linked to the politics of modern Africa, than to the

continental traditions. Dr. Bero's role is fashioned after
Nigeria's military dictator, and surely the play could only
grow in African relevancy as the tyrants who popurate the pages

of A Pray of Giants appeared in the years following the
publication of Madmen and specialists. ogundele suggests that
Bero's

character represents the new political force in Africa in
which po\rer is its own end, masquerading as safety for thestate and deriving its legitimacy solely from the gun.
(Ogundele 49)

The critics who highlight the pray,s "universal" setting have

simply overlooked the African elements.

one critic argues convincingly that soyinka's moder for
the Mendicants was the yoruba satirical Egungrrn performance

which the Pirkingses exploit (Mccartney 5oG-50?). The comic

figures parodying the voices and actions of their adversaries
have been lifted directly from the traditions of the yoruba.

The pray does contain the music and dance so famitiar in
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Soyinka,s plays, but the Dlendicants' singing and dancing is

related to the African political predicament rather than the

traditions so flagrantly displayed in Death and the Kinq's

Horseman. The Earth mothers fulfill the same traditional

community role as Iyaloja, and have even retained their Yoruba

names, but these critics choose to disregard their presence.

lltadmen and Specialists is as African as any of Soyinka's plays,

but it portrays the Africa that the playvrright endured for

twenty-seven months rather than the gleeful Africa he was able

to evoke five years after his confinement, in Death and the

Kingr's Horseman.

The chief incentive for these critics to ignore the play's

Afri-can elements and glorify its "universalityr " has been the

European influence of absurdist theatre on l{admen and

Specialists. One can hardly resist recalling the works of

Sannuel Beckett and Harold Pinter in an opening scene where four

beggars pessSmistically conplain "We'll never go on that tour"'

"the lane is deserted. Nobody comes and goes any more, " and

"What are we to do?" (ELnen 8, 9, t2). But the "absurdist

key" opens only the "outer shell" of the play; as Ogundele

arg-ues, while the "play will certainly bear reading in the

absurdist tradition,...it is not an absurdist play" (43).

Ogundele comprehensively defines the nature of this influence:

The theatre of the absurd was born out of some dramatists'
felt perception that life as it is in conternporary Western
civilization is opposed to reason, that it is without any
rnetaphysical or ethical guidance or justification. In
the absurdist world view, existence is meaningless and rnan
j-s alone--a condition exacerbated by an incomprehensibly
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mechanical social order. True communication has eluded
man because language has become stale and cliche-ridden.
l,lan's consciousnes is vain, his actions and endeavours
punyr irrelevant and evidently farcical. Based on these
premises, the absurdists eliminated rational plot and
realistic forms from their plays, replacing them with what
they considered to be the true image of modern man's
existence--the illogical. The resulting impersonal
projections of psychically warped characters and random
episodes became favoured devices for articulating the
themes of life's precariousness and man's transitoriness
in it. (44)

While Soyinka's nihilistic play shares a great deal with the

component,s of absurdisru, there are qualities in lladmen and

Specialists that deny its membership in this European

tradition, and define it as a natural and predictable product

of the developing trends in his earlier drama. The presence

of the animist spirits, the Earth mothers, more directly links

the play with Soyinka's other writings, than with the theatre

of the absurd. The approach to their work which Iya Agba and

Iya Mate have chosen, is metaphysical, nin that their knowledge

of the earth's secrets is related to the primal causes of

existence" (Etherton 250). While Soyinka demonstrates the

absurdists' suspicion of language in this play, he also refutes

the meaninglessness which they inhabit with his determined

Earth mothers.

Madmen and Specialists takes Soyinka's familiar satire to

a ne$r level of the grotesque, but his clmicism never eguals

that of the absurdists. The Europeans rrere responding to the

general and "universal" malaise ushered in by the Trrentieth

Century and the events worldwide, but Soyinka strives for no
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such appeal. While the Mendicants represent alienated human

beings stripped of the achievements of civilisation, they

retain what the absurdists deny: a direct link with a specific

historical context. Madmen and Specialists is Soyinka's

dramatisation of the Nigerian Civil War and Gowon's leadership,

which was meant to elicit a purposeful response among its

readers. Ionesco's key to absurdism further divorces

Soyinka's play from this literary tradition:

Absurd is that which is devoid of purPose....Cut off from
his religious, metaphysical, and transcendental rootsr man
is lost; all his actions become senseless, absurd,
useless... (Probyn 38)

These claims have little to do with Soyinka's drama in general,

or Madmen and Specialists in particular. Ogundele quotes

Soyinka admitting that the composition of the play involved

"introspection, ruetaphysics and mystical thought, " and that the

play's "expression of pessimism tisl...sinply a statement of

truth, not acceptance of the situationn (44). Soyinka refuses

to surrender in any way to the deplorable human conditionr and

the play funct,ions not as an accepting observation of the

situation but, as with The Man Diedr as a tool to "commence the

process of moral outrage" among the apathetic massesr ds a

means to spark action. Ogundele concludes that the absurdist

dramatists,

by recording the terror and the decadence, in a sense
succumbed to it. But the grotesque [in MadmenJ isr on
the other handr dn aggressive mechanism for shocking us
out of the abyss of decadence and of defeating the terror'
partly through the comic. (44)
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Despite the similarities between tladmen and Specialists and

the theatre of the absurd, and the undeniable fact that soyinka

has been influenced by its tenets, the playwright has produced

no artistic mutation, unprecedented in his canonr but has

merely teased the fringes of his distinctive style.

There are other links between this drama and those already

examined. Just as the characters of Eman and Olunde exhibited

traits which could be considered autobiographical, Soyinka has

tenuously written himself into Old Man's character. Of the

characters in the Play, it is Old llan who is the victim of

unjustified incarceration, who has been accused of treason'

identified as a heretic, and demonst'rated a strong commitment

to conrmunal benefit. Old Man is the play's artistic figure,

using artist's images, and creating and manipulating characters

who recite his scripts. He controls the action such that

events always reflect unfavourably on Bero and "Asr " and reveal

the true nature of the characters' relationships to one

another. Old l{an is actively engaged in opposing tyranny and

war in an effort to attain some degree of human liberty and

justice. Gibbs accurately suggests that both Old IYIan and

Soyinka

are activists with a Perception of the failings of their
societies, both use sbngsr sketches and their influence
over performers to procllim their vision and expose evil.
(105)

Johnson posits that both the playwright and his counterpart

oppose political control with artistic control. The critic
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interprets the machinations of the climactic scene on a

metaphorical level and arg"ues that in Old Man's attempted

murder of Cripple, which prompts Bero's unnatural response

art reveals hitherto hidden acts of evil by presenting an
image of the evil, forcing the civil power to commit an
identifiable act of the same moral order. (32)

Soyinka is subtly repeating his advocacy that the artist must

act as nthe voice of visionn in his society, by including in

his play an artist figure who is deserving of admiration,

rather than suspicion.

The playwright has remained characteristically ambivalent

in his treatment of both the title and the ending of Madmen and

Specialists. While few would deny that the play chronicles

the activities of both "madmen" and "specialistsr " few would

agree which characters belong to which category. Are the

Mendicants the "madmen" while the male Beros are the

"specialistsr' or are the male Beros the "madmen?" Old Man's

madness is no more than the "explicit dramatisation of the evil
of the specialist, his son" and therefore constitutes the only

sane response to his son's insanity (Iyengar 10). The

audience must interpret the meaning of the elusive title.
Readers must perform the same task in the play's final scene.

Soyinka has neglected to clearly indicate whether the

apocallptic fire.which incinerates the final tableau should be

viewed as a cleansing ritual or the arrival of "Armageddon. "

Ogundele propounds that the "counter-current of hurnour

signifies a confidence that after the destruction of this one,
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a new and better world will arise' (51). Other critics

describe an utter hopelessness akin to absurdism which

accompanies the final fading light, signifying the dominance

of Bero's regime. The audience's attitude nust define the

nature of the play's conclusion.

Consistent with both The Stronq Breed and Death and the

King's Horseman, the playwright also refuses to reveal whether

Old Man should be seen as a martyr or the victim of a wasteful

death. Earlier in the play's action, when Old Man's mocking

"chuckle" foreshadows his own death in his boast to Bero--"How

does one prove he was never born of man? Of course you could

kitl me... r "--Old Man seems to assure his position as martyr

(Madmen 49). Some critics interpret his death as a sacrifice

to reveal the truth about his son's inhumanity, while others

see it as a necessary distraction to give the old women the

opportunity to destroy the store. Regardless of these

ambiguities, Soyinka's assaults on vrar, tyranny and 'As' are

undeniably clear in this play. He has significantly altered
his dramatic presentation in Madmen and Specialists to secure

this clarity of expressi-on and remove the likelihood of
possible misinterpretations, by choosing, j-n the words of his
Nobel lecture, "to thrust the deformed am of a leper" at both

the tyrants and. the apathet5-c providers of their sustenance,

to provoke no "charitable sentimentr " but to incite their moral

outrage.
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rn soyinka's earry play A Dance of the Forests, written
for the Nigerian rndependence cerebrations of 1960, a warrior
is tempted to join the fight in an unjust war by the
physician's argrrment that ',Future generations will label you

a traitor [for your conscientious objection]. " The warrior
more accurately and pessimistically predicts that

unborn generations wilr be cannibars, most worshipfulphysician. unborn generations witrr €rs we have d.6ne,eat up one another. (bance 55)

A decade rater, soyinka wrote his post-civil war pray, Madmen

and specialists, ostensibry populated by this next generation
of fresh eating fiends and red by the vicious Bero, who

considers this so-called aberration to be

the first- s-tgq- to power....power in its purest sense.The end of inhibitions. The conquest of the weakness ofyour too human fresh with all itJ sentiment. (Madnen 36)
However, when the plalnirright came to write his most recentry
published play, A pray of Giants, following the continent,s
obstreperous 'seventiesr, there was no longer any need for
fictional creatibns rike Bero, because the inhuman tyrants that
soyinka had created for his fictional drama over a dozen years

89
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before had become horrifying realities in at least four African

nations. In this Play, President Barra Tuboum sincerely

ad.vises his fellow African dictators that' they should adopt

cannibalism following the lead of his special task force, the

"famed striped leopards of Mbangi-Gwela":

In action they eat with their leader, the only bglttg whose
orders they rinderstand. They know they are elite, they
bathe in tfre same ambiance of power, terribly invincible'
They train in secret , far from- the prying 

- 
gyes of the

comiron herd. Their secrecy is their powerr like the hair
of samson; the eyes of any stranger at the nysteries of
their self-prepaiation is a corrosion of that power.
They kill srich strangers, and they eat them....Eat them-
-white, black or yellow. Is it not the only_ _way.tg
ensure the re-absoiption of that povter of yourself which
has been sucked away by profaning eyes? (soyinka, Giants
Ie)

a play oJ__G!an!s., a virtual confirmation of the dominance of

the cult of "As, " uses historical examples to harangue the

complacent audiences who remained unconvinced by lladmen and

Specialists.
The "Giants" who animate this last play are Soyinka's

unmistakable parodies of the dictatorial leaders Francisco

ltacias Ng'uema of Equatorial Guinea, Jean-Bedel Bokassa of the

Central African Empire, Sese-Seko Mobutu of Zaire and Idi Amin

of Uganda. The plalrwright,s characterisation in A Play of

the portraits available from

their individual legacies is

necessary for ari understanding of the ptay. Ngrrerna ruled

Equatorial Guinea from Independence in 1958 until he was ousted

and executed in 19?9, during which time he murdered one eighth

Giants is only an extension

history, and some knowledge

of

of
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of his country's people, and drove twice as many into exile.

A paranoid, and cruel megalomaniac, Nguema boosted the fortunes

of his own Fang tribe and terrorised the country's best-

educated and wealthiest ethnic grouP' the Bibis, through a ten-

year programme of political assassinations. He prohibited the

use of the wOrd "intellectual" in Guinea, and advocated a

return to African "authenticity" by announcing, in L976, that

all Guineans should discard their Christian names. This West

African "monster" appears in the play as perhaps the most

inhuman dictator of the four under the thinly disguised alias,

Gunema.

As Nigeria attained Independence in 1960, the second

"giantr " Bokassa, began his rise from the rank of army sergeant

to become the commander of the anny. Teurporarily satisfied

with the glory of his new position, he began honouring himself

with countless monuments as his uncle became the first

president of the Central African Republic. Bokassa's uncle

died in a mysterious P1ane crash in 1955 and a year later, the

ambitious despot seized power from his cousin, David Dacko.

He built nine palaces, awarded himself ntrmerous titles'

including "President For Life, " and ruled with his huge fortune

and imrnense povrer until L979, when the French intervened and

restored Dacko to power. In L977, Bokassa spent twentY

nillion dollars on a ceremony to aPpoint himself the first

emperor of the new Central African Empire in emulation of his

Iife-long idol, Napoleon Bonaparte. Bokassa received no
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respect and was never taken seriously. Devoid of legiti:nacy,

he claimed that the coronation was an attempt to promote

national pride and "African authenticity. " Guilty of frequent

eccentricities and brutal murders, in 1979 Bokassa ordered the

public massacre of one hundred school children for not wearing

their uniforms bearing his likeness. Bokassa strides acioss

the stage of A PIay of Giants as Amin's clone under the

pseudonl'm of Kasco, and spars with Gunema in an effort to show

off.
The year before Bokassa's 1956 rise to power witnessed

the ascent of llobutu to the presidency at the height of an

unprecedented. economic boom in Zaire. He ruled as half-godt

half-chief over the historically unstable nation's two hundred

tribes and twenty-six million people. This dictator sought

no national development whatsoever and concentrated exclusively

on his overseas bank accounts and personal prestige. AIso a

former anny sergeant, l{obutu crippled his country to make

himself one of the world's wealthiest men, as he too favoured

his own tribe, the Gbande, and built monuments, stadiums and

eleven palaces to symbolise his absolute power. He launched

the first "African Authenticity Progranme" and ordered all

Zairians to replace their Christian names with African ones'

forbade the wearing of Western attire, cancelled Christmas'

hung his portrait in every church, expropriated aII foreign

businesses and expelled all Asian merchants. His teachings'

given the name Mobutism, becane the national philosophy and
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never failed to attract American aid with its staunch stand

against Communism. llobutu bankrupted his country--despite the

fact that half of aII the money which Carter allocated to the

continent was destined for Zaire--and fuelled his extravagant

excesses with three billion dollars of diverted funds.

Soyinka, in his play, rnakes the identification of this
megalomaniac particularly easy by dressing his imitation of

llobutu in the trademark attire of this abhoment "giant" rdho

continues to wield power to this day. Soyinka designates to

Itlobutu's parody a very appropriate nick-name: Bara Bourn Bor::n

Tuboum Gbazo Tse Tse Khoro diDzo.

The latest arrival and most brutal of the African

dictators is the infanous fdi Amin. He overthrew the hard-

drinking tyrant llilton Obote in 1971 and littered Uganda with
corpses throughout his eight-year reign. The prisons rrere

saturated and Amin literally went crazy with power, decimating

entire villages full of his rival tribes, the Lango and Acholi.
He also expelled the Asian business class early in his rule,
and invaded the antagonistic socialist country of Tanzania in
1978. Throughout the nineteen-seventies, weII over one

hundred Ugandans rilere dying each day, and by 1979, three

hundred thousand people had been killed as a result of Amin,s

reign of terror.. He was always surrounded by a gang of Libyan

bodyguards, and constantly adorned with the slmbols of his many

self-awarded titles. Before allowing Anin to grace his stage
j-n the personage of the evil Kanini, Soyinka utilised his
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position as the editor of Transition/Ch'Indaba to wage fierce

campaigns against Amin, the "murderous buffoon" and

"survivalist killer," and his cohorts. When the Ugandan

d'ictator fled to Libya in L979, the playw'right published a

celebration of Amin's downfall, "HapPy Riddancer " which

contained the following statements:

An all-African commission must sit for an entire year if
need be, taking evidence and educating the world yet again
on the terrible price paid by ordinary human beings for
the illusion of power and the conspiracy of silence among
the select club of leaders.

we are tired of the lies of the past eight years, lies
with which the minds of Africans--and black peoples in
America and the Caribbean have bent to accornodate a
sadist, mass murderer, an incompetent administrator and
political buffoon as a hero for black emulation. (Gibbs
ls0-ls1 )

A PIav of Giants, which was originally conceived soon after

Amin's flight, is the final crystallisation of this campaign.

The play is set in Manhattan near the united Nations

building, in the Bugaran (Ugandan) embassy. The plot follows

the event,s of one day "a fe\rf years before the present" when the

four illustrious African leaders conmission a group sculpture

for display in the delegates' passage at the United Nations

building. The four "Giants' " who are clearly led by Kamini,

deal brusquely with the sculptor, journalist, banking chairman'

ambassador, academic and soldiers from Bugarar &S weII as the

Secretary-Genereil of the U.N., the Mayor of Hyacombe (New

York), and delegates from both the U.S. and the Soviet Union.

AII these dealings centre on the difficulties regarding the
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installation of the sculpture, and the day ends with the
announcement of a successful coup in Bugara, which results in
Kamini seizing prisoners and launching a violent assault on the
U.N. building in order to force international intervention on

his behalf.

Although the situation is fictional, much of the pray is
based on historical facts so that soyinka,s task includes that
of chronicler, in addition to that of creator. These ,rear-
life' personages who fill soyinka,s stage come as 'ready-made,
theatrical characters with alr the absurd appeal to d.elight any

audience. These four "Giants" need few dramatic alterations
from their ,real-life, originals. The playwright himself has

said of his unlikely cast:
these are excelrent theatrical personalities. . . .They,realr poseurs. somebody who in th6 twentieth century tiiesto revive a non-exisEent imperiar tradition in .6,frica,with its underdeveropment and poverty, is an actor. rdiAmin was of course the supreme actor.- He really knew howto fool the whole worrd. He fooled his o*n dorrntrlzmenfor some time. you only have to see him to see how i"ryclosely he studies the character he thinks he is or wantsto be- r{qcias _Nguerna...was arso quite a performer. sothese victims of power--because thLy are 6oth abusers ofpower and victims of power, in a sense--like a primeerampre, Hitrer, were great actors. They acted all thetime. (Borreca 34)

Yet' with all this materiar for a realistic pray, soyinka has
chosen to exaggerate the caricatures and the fictional
situation into an unrear ,'Fantasia on [the] Aminian theme,,

(Giants i). F'or arr Amin's runacy, he never went so far as

to offer a life-size scurpture of himself, with his brother
tyrants, to the united Nations. He arso never went so far as
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to initiate a military battle in Manhattan, in response to the

Tanzanian invasion of Kampala, but his absurd antics went

nearly this far. By subtitling the play in this wdy, Soyinka

admits that the "Fantasia" is not intended to accurately
represent reality, and yet, by choosing to create no Beros or

Kongis, but to use Amin and his companions, the playwright is
asserting that the play is based upon history. Although Madmen

and Specialists contains hints of this trend towards

acknowledging that fact has become stranger than fiction,
Soyinka's approach to his most recent play marks an important

shift in his commitment to his audience's moral instruction.
rt seems as if conditions have deteriorated so significantly,
even since the Nigerian Civil War, that the plalm-right must

revert to bald didacticism to hold his audience's attention.
In an interview conducted shortly after the play,s premiere,

soyinka identified a rist of motivations for the creation of
A PIay of Giants which offers some justification for the change

to historical personagess

I was appalled by the level of ignorance about what wasgoing on in Uganda by many people who should be
intelligent enough to know better. I was appalled by
the wirled deafness of many of my brack cotreagrres here
[in America] who went to uganda and came out and endorsed
Idi Amin. I was appalled by what f consider their
contempt of the masses, the conspiracy of theirpartisanship on the side of what you night caII thepolitical aristocrdcy, as opposed to the actuar masses
who paid the penalty for the affrictions imposed by Amin.
f was appalled also by their arrogance, their cheapsadistic way of dismissing alr efforts to expose thatruth. (Borreca 33)

From this statement it is clear that soyinka had in mind both
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an intended audience, and a desired affect on that audience.

Like Soyinka's earlier tragedy Death and the King's

Horseman, which recorded an historical event, A PIay of Giants

is prefaced by an explanatory introduction. Within the PIay

itself, the word "power" is uttered on no fewer than fifty-five

occasions, and in his "Introductionr' Soyinka explains the

proninence of this concept in the play's concerns. ltlotivating

the play is an intellectual exploration of the puzzling

phenomenon of power itself, and its relationship to

responsibility. He identifies his

long held suspicion that Power calls to power, that the
brutality of power (its most strident self-manifestation)
evokes a conspiratorial craving for the phenomenon of
'success' which cuts across all hurnan occupations. (Giants
vi)

Elsewhere, Soyinka has complained that

the phenomenon of power has not been studied independently
on its own, it's always been obfuscated by ideologies.
It seems to be such an unquantifiable phenomenon. It
looks too mushy, too valfue, and therefore there has been
in historical studies a relegation of the phenomenon of
power to a mere incidental by-product of historical
process. And I think this is a very serious mistake.
It's time that historians and philosophers and
psychologists devote a lot of attention to the
manifestation of power. (Katrak 158)

A Play of Giants is Soyinka's contribution to this neglected

field of research, and Emperor Kasco makes a particularly

relevant statement on this central theme. Gunema and Kasco

continually discuss the definition and acquisition of power

throughout the play, but at one point, Kasco proposea that

Power comes only with the death of politics. This is
why I choose to become emperor. I place myself beyond
politics. At the moment of my coronation, I signal to
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the world that I transcend the intrigues and mundaneness
of politics. Now r inhabit the pure realm of power.
(ciants 21)

Kasco suggests that dictators with absolute power have

surpassed the teffitory of politics because democratic

lobbying, elections, regisration, public protests and the
peopre's wilr can no longer affect change in such a tyrannicar
government. None of the concepts or beliefs associated with
the operation of political systems have any rerevance to the
policies of serfish tyrants. with the ascent of an individual
whose chief aim is the acquistion of power, comes, quite
literarly, the "death of politics. " soyinka has struggled for
years alongside the Guineans, the ugandans and the people of
the central African Repubric to effectuate a political
sorution, but as the denises of Amin, Nguema, and Bokassa--and

the continuing survival of lrrobutu--testify, potitical means

alone cannot challenge such tyrants.
within the context of his work to date, A plav of Giants,

opera wonyosi, Die still Reverend Dr. Godspeak, and Requiem for
a Futuroroqist constitute unique departures in soyinka's style
from his established form of theatre. These plays are closely
linked to the conventions of street theatre: singre set, two

act structure, and sharp direct dialog"ue. A prav of Giants
differs significantly from the other plays in this study by
remaining blatantly political fron start to finish.
Therefore, this play warrants a fresh treatment which avoids
restating the obvious by explaining the play's meaning. only
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the most obtuse reader could possibly misinterpret Soyinka,s

inferences, and thus A Play of Giants deserves the label of

Soyinka's most didactic drama. Because Soyinka deviates so

severely from his other tragedies examined in this study, by

treating comically the issues which he considers seriously
elsewhere, it is helpful to present the important links between

this play and The Strong Breed, Death and the King,s Horseman,

and Madmen and Specialists.
With A Plav of Giants, Soyinka has virtually rewritten

Madmen and Specialists without the veil of fiction, without

the absurdist humour, and without the tragedy. The

Mendicants' escapades, as they parody Bero and the cruel,
oppressive behaviour of those whose leadership operates

according to "As, " are recreated in this later play, without
the extraneous circumstances of a Civil War, and with a

gruesome sincerity. Although it is difficult for an audience

to watch Aafaa torturing Goyi with a needle, some consolation
is drawn from the knowledge that Goyi undergoes no pain; the

l'lendicants are only pretending. Not only are the dictatorial
adherents of "As" who populate A Pray of Giants carrying out

the torture which is onry mimicked in Madmen and specialiqts,
but the theatricality of such acts dissolves when an audience

realises that soyinka's play imitates genuine practices meted

out by actual "monsters. " The sham triars and carrous, unjust
executions are present in the earrier pray only as burlesqlue,

but become invested with a horrifying rearity in A play of
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Giants. In fact, everything at which Madmen and Specialists

terrifyingly hints, all that the audience fears may be going

on behind the scenes, is grimly acted out on stage in A Play

of Giants. The more direct satirical inferences in the later
play make it a harsher and more frightening evocation of the

inhumanity in Madmen and Specialists.

Like the other plays examined in this study, the impact

of A Plan of Giants comes from its satirical theme, rather than

its ever-subordinate plot. However, in this play, there is

little need for the concentrated deciphering of enigmas which

the other texts demand, as Soyinka launches an assault on

tyranny which is only slightly indirect. Soyinka boldly

confronts the issues without the difficult metaphors and

elusive sense that make his other plays so challenging, because

the playwright has realised that his apathetic audience

requires simpler communication. For this reason I must admit

that this play would probably deliver less satisfaction and

enjolment to a literary audience who delight in the deduction

of such meanings. However, there are plenty of mysteries to

be solved. The play's title asserts Soyinka's self-
consciousness that this is merely drama and has little to do

with realism. Likewise, the opening stage directions testify
to the theatricality of the play, and candidly expose A Plav

of Giants for the farce that it is:

IEnter brass band, Ring Master, up platfor^rns, hoops
trampolinesl . . .'Ladies and Gentlemen, we present. . .a
parade of miracle men... [cracks whip]... Giants, Dnarfs,
Zombies, the Incredible Anthropophagi, the Original Genus
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Survivanticus, (alive and well in defiance of aII
scientific explanations) . . .Ladies andGentlemen. . .' (Giants
x)

Yet, this play is associated with realism, since it more

closely relates to 'real-life' events than any of the others.

In this way, Soyinka trifles with the distance between the

words 'real' and 'realism.' The play deals with 'real'
people, but does not tryto be'realistLcr'becauser ds I have

said, fact has become more unbelievable and absurd in the

modern world than fiction.

Soyinka provides shadows of the three earlier dramas in
such pervasive themes as his examination of the temporal

interaction of past, present and future, and his contrast of

traditional with modern, by mildly recalling such issues in
the dictators' empty philosophies. A PIav of Giants has

Iittle to do with asserting Soyinka's world view, as related
to the traditions of the Yoruba, but the tyrants do demonstrate

a version of the playwright's appreciation for history. Kasco

and Gunema are obsessed with trying to personally revive the

past infamy of their historical models: Napoleon, Franco,

Hitler, Degaulle, and Duvalier. Kasco arg:ues ethnocentrically
that an appreciation of French history automatically iurplies

an understanding of "the entire history of modern Europe and...
North Africar " end Kamini attempts to sunmon the glorified
histories of Hitler and Chaka to substantiate his own

reputation. The novergrown child" also demonstrates his
perverted sense of tribal heritage and customs by using the
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traditional coming-of-age and initiation rituals to justify his

position as a tyrant (Giants 11-12). Later, Kamini vocalises

a form of proverbial language which is supposed to approach

that of the honourable Yorubans' in Death and the Kinq's

Horsernan, but is closer to Si:non Pilkings' meaningless

bastardisations (Giants 35-35). Superficial evocations of

Soyinka's appreciation of heritage, and narrow recollections

of the interrelatedness of the temporal realmsr are all that

the amoral clowns in A PIav of Giants are capable of

appreciating. Such a society can have no pretensions to

Soyinka,s sensitivity. This play becomes the forum for the

most clmical expressions of the themes central to the other

three plays.

Linked to the absence of these honourable Yoruban

traditions is the missing counterpart in this later play for

the worthy Iyaloja, Iya Agba, Iya Mate, Si Bero, Omae and

Sunma. Soyinka's ever-present respectful female roles give

way to the satirical sexist portraits of \fomen in the earlier

plays. The "stout, florid and rather repulsive Nordic tyPe"

embodied by the sycophantic Journalist Gudrum, and the

subservient and apologetic Ambassador are the only female roles

in the play. soyinka is viciously satirising this t)pe of

woman who debases herself. Gudrum is narrow-minded and

insensitive and the Ambassador retains no sense of dignity.

The strongest insults hurled about are based upon the

degradation of women, and both the men and the women entrench
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But Soyinka's satire is biting

here, and the keepers of the doctrines of male dominance are

fiercely ridiculed. While there is no possibility whatsoever

that women will receive their deserved respect in such an

environment, the playwright tries to lead the audience toward

the horrifying realisation that, its own society shares

something with Gunema's seizure of ultimate empowennent through

the sadistic nistreatment of a begging woman. At this point,

when Gunema tastes the "elixir" of povterr the play's sexism

culminates:

When I make love to her, I taste it at last. It is a
strong taste on my tongrrer my lipsr mY face, 9v€rywheTe.
It ru-sh through ny spiner soak through my skin, and I
recognize it for that elusive, over-whelming taste.
nvery night I rnade love to the woman, the same taste is
ther6, nothing to compare with it. Nothing. (Giants 58)

Although Gunema's behaviour resembles that of the Tutor in The

Strong Breed, there is no longer any ambivalence regarding the

nature and direction of Soyinka's satire.

soyinka's views on sexual politics have come a long way

since The Strong Breed. The women's movement of the nineteen-

seventies has certainly influenced the plalnrright's movement

from a traditional treatment of women as matriarchs to

contemporary sexual Politics. His understanding of the

struggle against sexism has developed through the'plays such

that the relat,ionships between men and l,fomen have become a

netaphor for the political and power relationships being

explored in A Play of Giants. Gunema counters Kasco's plan
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to transcend politics and inhabit the realm of Power, with a

theory that relies exclusively upon sexual exploitation for

empowennent. Soyinka has moved fonrard in his view of women

and has truly recognised the importance of assailing tyranny

in all its forms.

The demonstrations of the cult of "As" in Madmen and

Specialists barely compare with the manifestations of this
philosophy in A Play of Giants. Bero's depravity is severely

diminished once contrasted with the inhuman debauchery of

Kamini, Gunema, Kasco, and Tuboum. From the later play's

opening dialogiue to the final freeze, the "Giants" consciously

exercise, abuse, enjoy and taste their power. Soyinka endows

Gunema and Kasco with levels of intelligence which far surpass

those credited to either Nguema or Bokassa, to petmit these

characters to carry out the play's sustained discussion of

power. Of course, Kamini is too irrational and asinine to
participate in such an abstract inquiry, and can only

contribute by offering to change the subject. The examination

of power and responsibility reveals the dictators' iniguity and

also considers guerilla power, terrorist power, revolutionary

power, economic power, tyrannical power, military power,

intellectual power, parasitic power, political porrer,

hierarchical power, judicial power, sexual porrrer, democratic

power, and the power of the gun (Giants 2-4, 6-7, 10-12, 19-

2L, 22-25, 31, 37, 58, 69). Kamini and the other dictators,
Iike Bero, are rernarkably insecure and must constantly butress
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their positions as they bend humanity to their will, by

braclsnailing and threatening arr into submission. The arch-

tyrant subjects both the chairman of the Bugara centrar Bank

and the sculptor to humiliating and painful punishment for
inadvertant misjudgements which Kamini interprets as insults
(Giants 6-7, 29-341. The Sculptor's bandages and the

chairman's gurgling refrain are constant rerninders of the
conseguences of the abuse of power. operating simultaneously

is soyinka's crever manipuration of the action so that nearly
every character is exposed as a hlpocrite. Kamini, Kasco,

Gunema, Tuboum, Batey, and the Russian and American deregates

all make statements which contradict their apparent beliefs.
The announcement of the coup near the end of the play
dissipates all the fraternity presented by the dictators in
"Part oner " and transfo:ms arl the characters into selfish
oPportunists who recognise Kamini's downfall as the indication
to switch loyalties. There is no sincerity creditable to any

of these characters, and soyinka openry dramatises for his
predominantly capitalist audiences, the setfish opportunism

displayed by such individuals narrowly dedicated to their orsn

advancement and empowennent.

Gibbs has carred this pray "a virtuoso satirical dispray
written in bile end blood', (158)

dexterity with satirical comedy

scenes and clever verbal/visual
Three alnighty buffoons, posing

and Soyinka demonstrates his
through the many hilarious
gags in A PIav of Giants.

as gods and impersonating
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royalty, open the play in stark contrast to the opulence which

surrounds them as the praywright puzzles and intrig^ues his

audience with this nonsensical tableau. An audience must

surely erupt with laughter as Soyinka satirises the extremist
caricatures in Kamini's vanity, Tuboum,s heroism, the

Ambassador's subservience, Gudrumrs and Bateyrs sordid
flirtatiousness and the delegates' opportunism, pride and

pretended purity. Of course, the play's greatest comic

achievement comes during the Russian translations when the

barrier of ranguage allows the "lst Russian" to accomprish that
for which the chairman and the sculptor have undergone torture:
the play's only undisg'uised truthfulness (Giants 44-52).

Until this scene, honesty, sincerity and trust have been

suspended in this tense environment, and Kamini,s foolishness
and vanity are exposed at their peaks as he is once again

insulated from the truth and alrowed to design his own version
of rearity. r imagine that the entire play elicits peals of
laughter from beginning to end as the audience's beliefs clash
violently with those of the characters, but as the auditorium
empties the events become less funny, and the grim, plain
reality sets in.

From the statement quoted earrier regarding soyinka's
motivations, it is crear that the play was directed at a

specific audience comprised of the apathetic international
communi.ty whose response to Amin,s rure disgusted soyinka.
For once, soyinka's primary audience is neither Nigerian, nor
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The charge that Madmen and Specialists is

Soyinka,s least African PIay is more appropriately levied

against A PIav of Giants. Since 1950, Soyinka had not set a

play outside Africa, and the New York setting of his last play

reflects the playwright's specific purpose of bringing the

action home to the international community scattered throughout

Africa, Europe and America. A Plav of Giants contains none

of the songs, dances or African religious practices that

alienated the audiences of Death and the Kinq's Horsemanr nor

the absurdist conventions which made Madmen and Specialists

difficult for Westerners to understand. Soyinka has

oversimplified the issues and the dramatic Presentation of A

Play of Giants to the level of street theatre for the express

purpose of clear communication. A clear indication of his

international address is present in the play's introduction:

Mobutu...should have received his coup de grace at least
a decade ago but for the resolute interests of the Western
powers--Be1gium, France and West Germany most directly.
Such a seemingly straight fonrard identification of
interests fails to aPply however when we come to the
figure of Idi Amin. This certified psychopath vtas
sustained in power at various periods by grouP interests
and ideologies as varied as those of Great Britain (which
installed him in the first place), the United States, the
Soviet, Union, the Organisation of African Unityr Cuba,
Libya, the PLO and Israel, not to mention the vociferous
support accorded him by the cheer-Ieaders among the
intelligentsia of the African continent and the Black
Caucuses of the United States. (Giants v-vi)

The detached and dangerous academics Soyinka identifies

in this quotation actually appear in the play embodied by

Professor Batey. Kamini describes how this selfish power-
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hungry intellectual visited Bugara to
see with his own eyes. He traver throughout the countryand he no.t see any single person being- killed, not oneperson being tortured. He return to h1s country and hewrite rri-"g things which he has seen with his -o-wn 

eyes.(Giants 23)

Batey proposes the very argrrment that Soyinka has discredited
in his introduction. The professor farls habituarly into a

verbose attempt to aquit Kanini and the others of any
responsibility for the crises, by blaming the "discredited
economic system" left behind by the colonialists, and. the
continued exploitation carried out by a "neo-colonial
conspiracy of murtinational conglomerates,, (Giants 23i v).
As he does in Death and the King,s Horseman, soyinka tries to
rnotivate the audience,s social responsibirity by discarding
the idea that societies bear no brame for their own probrems
which have reputedly arisen exclusively from outside
interference. soyinka refuses to acknowredge this easy answer
and demands that people confront their problems by wirlingly
accepting the burden of brame themselves. Later, Batey shows

himself to be a selfish opportunist who cares tittle for the
impact of the coup on Bugara, and worries onry about the effect
of Kamini's demise on his own academic career (Giants 52).
The academic immediately lapses into a grossly romanticised
recorlection of .his wasted rife, and repeats his craim that
"colonial history...must bear furl responsibirity for all
seeming aberrations in African lead.ership" (Giants 5G). The
pray retains much in conmon with African literature and is
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distinctly Soyinkan in its satirical attack, but if any play

deserves the title of "least Africanr " it is this play with its

strident, shocking message for a wider audience-

Throughout the play,s transformation of the opulent

embassy from studio to prison to fortress, Soyinka leads his

audience toward the rising tumult of the final tableau, and

yet, as in the conclusions of the other playsr some ambivalence

Iingers in the beams of the fading apocallptic light. The

playwright dissociates Kamini, his hostages, and the erupting

battle from the Sculptor through the petrifying freeze, and

this victirnised and battered "artist" works tirelessly onr in

the face of certain ruin, perhaps permitting the audience to

enjoy an instant of hope in this hostile and doomed

environment, before they realise that his incessancy is

motivated entirely by fear. However, unlike Madrnen and

Specialists and the other plays in this study, A PIav of Giants

offers no moralising role models for the audience to emulate,

only lessons on inhuman behaviour. The plalmright blatantly

exposes the lack of any coincidence between the tyrants'

beliefs and any humane or selfless interests. In this

bluntest of Soyinka's dramas, his political commitment consumes

the whole play, and his reversion to strong didactic strategies

attempts to batter some moral sense into the minds of his

readers, and to shock them out of their complacency. Soyinka

uses A P.lav of Giants to scold and revile our dormant social

responsibility, and seriously approach the overt polernics of
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"This Past ltust Address its Present."
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CONCLUSTON

A Play of Giants completes a circre and draws this study
back to its opening examination of soyinka,s denunciation of
apartheid South Africa, in his Nobel lecture. Kamini

hlpocriticalry claims to filt the priviredged position of one

of the leaders of the opposition forces struggling to dismantle
apartheid, and liberate the South Africans, while shamelessly

oppressing the Buqarans (Giants 42, 62). This preoccupation
with the institutions of "As, " which continue to dominate and

oppress southern Africa, has occupied a prominent position in
soyinka's writing, from his earliest drama, ',The rnventionr"
to his most recentry pubrished work, Mandela,s Earth and other
poems. This volume of poems -arso testifies to the
praywright's continuing poritical and literary devotion to his
rerentless fight to improve the human condition which is
inscribed in The strong Breed, Madmen and speciarists, Death

and the King's Horseman, A plav of Giants and ,'This past llust
Address its Present. " His persistent struggle is summed up

quite well in the following quotation:
Right nor.il the evidence of history shows that there issomething really basically stupid, destructive about humanbeings. r look at alr the various causes of conflict inthe world and r refuse to accept that any of them areimpossible to settle without wai...t belielve that hurnan

111
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intelligence is such...that human beings can save
themselves by taking certain very logical and rational
act,ions in their own soci::*"" and avoid war.

It is because I believe that the forces of history can be
confronted that I believe in social and political action.
(Katrak 130-133)

Thisfifty-fiveyearotdplalrwrighthasgivennoindicationof

easing his unwavering commitment to his insistence on social

responsibitity and individual action and his newly inflated

international stature will only increase the audience for his

ernbattled pleas. These four plays have solidified my

admiration for Wole Soyinka, and his dedication to the human

race, and have resuscitated my enthusiasm and love of

literature, particularly the very social and powerful genre of

drama, which can accomplish so much more than simply

delighting, entertaining and distracting.
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